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Zusammenfassung

In dieser Dissertation wird ein echt mehr-dimensionales numerisches

Finite-Volumen Verfahren zur Lösung der Navier-Stokes-Gleichungen
entwickelt. Es wird benutzt, um turbulente Strömungen mit Hilfe der

Methode der Grobstruktursimulation (Large-eddy simulation, LES) zu

berechnen. Der Einnuss des Fehlers eines numerischen Verfahrens mit

niedriger Approximationsordnung auf die kleinsten Skalen der Lösung
erreicht die selbe Grössenordnung wie der Modellterm dieses Turbulenz-

modelles. Daher wird eine neue Idee der Modellbildung für Grobstruk¬

tursimulationen vorgestellt, die es erlaubt, den Einfluss des numerischen

Fehlers auf den Modellterm zu berücksichtigen.

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit wird die von Fey entwickelte Transport¬
methode (Method of Transport, MoT) für Systeme hyperbolischer Er¬

haltungssätze erweitert, um gemischte Systeme von hyperbolischen und

parabolischen Gleichungen zu behandeln. Dabei wird der mehrdimen¬

sionale Charakter der MoT beibehalten.

Die Grundlage der MoT bildet die Zerlegung eines nicht-linearen

Systems in lineare Systeme von Advektionsgleichungen mit variablen

Koeffizienten. In einem ersten Schritt wird die parabolische Advektions-

Diffusions-Gleichung in ein System von Advektionsgleichungen umge¬

schrieben, so dass die numerische Methode anwendbar bleibt. Diese

Idee wird auf das System der hyperbolisch-parabolischen Navier-Stokes

Gleichungen erweitert. Desweiteren wird eine Formulierung der MoT

vorgestellt, die auf der Zerlegung eines solchen Systems in Advektions-

Diffusions-Gleichungen basiert.

Der zweite Teil der Arbeit behandele die Modellbildung innerhalb

ix



x Zusammenfassung

der Methode der Grobstruktursimulation. Die Grobstruktursimulation

beruht auf einer räumlichen Filterung der nicht-linearen Navier-Stokes-

Gleichungen. Da diese Filterung nicht mit den nicht-linearen Termen

der Navier-Stokes-Gleichungen kommutiert, entsteht ein Fehlerterm, der

durch ein Modell beschrieben werden muss. Wird ein numerisches Ver¬

fahren mit niedriger Approximationsordnung benutzt, um die Strömung
zu simulieren, kann der numerische Fehler für die kleinsten Skalen der

Lösung in der Grössenordnung dieses Modellterms sein. Das neu einge¬
führte Scale-residual Turbulenzmodell berücksichtigt den Einfluss dieses

numerischen Fehlers, indem es anhand der lokalen zeitlichen Entwick¬

lung der Lösung einen approximativen Modellterm konstruiert. Dabei

soll der aus der Ueberlagerung des numerischen Fehlers und approxi¬
mativen Modellterms resultierende Term möglichst den tatsächlichen

Modellterm wiedergeben.

In den numerischen Ergebnissen wird die Erweiterung der MoT für

parabolische Gleichungen validiert. Die Resultate von Grobstruktursi¬

mulationen, bei denen das neue Turbulenzmodell verwendet wurde, wer¬

den mit direkt numerischen Simulationen verglichen, in denen die tur¬

bulente Strömung mit ausreichend hoher numerischer Auflösung ohne

Turbulenzmodelle berechnet wird.



Abstract

In this thesis, a genuinely multi-dimensional numerical finite-volume

scheme for solving the Navier-Stokes equations is developed. It is ap¬

plied to turbulent flow calculations using the method of large-eddy sim¬

ulation (LES). The influence of the error of a numerical scheme with low

approximation order for the smallest scales of the solution reaches the

same order of magnitude as the modelling term within this turbulence

model. Therefore, a new idea for the construction of a model for LES

is presented, which takes into account the influence of the numerical

errors on the modelling term.

In the first part of the thesis, the Method of Transport (MoT), which

has been developed by Fey for systems of hyperbolic conservation laws,
is extended to systems of mixed hyperbolic-parabolic equations. The

multi-dimensional character of the scheme is thereby preserved.

The MoT is based on the decomposition of a non-linear system in

linear systems of advection equations with variable coefficients. In a first

step, the parabolic, scalar advection-diffusion equation is rewritten into

a system of advection equations, so that the numerical scheme can still

be applied. This idea is extended to the system of hyperbolic-parabolic
Navier-Stokes equations. Furthermore, a formulation of the MoT is

introduced, which is based on the decomposition of such a system into

advection-diffusion equations.

The second part of the thesis deals with the construction of models

within the framework of LES. The LES is based on a spatial filtering
of the non-linear Navier-Stokes equations. Since the filtering does not

commute with the non-linear terms of the Navier-Stokes equations, an
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Xll Abstract

error term occurs which has to be described by a model. If a numerical

scheme of low approximation order is used for the flow simulation, the

numerical error can come up for the smallest scales of the solution to

the same order of magnitude as the modelling term. The proposed
scale-residual turbulence model takes the influence of this numerical

error into account by constructing an approximative modelling term

from the local temporal evolution of the solution. The superposition
of numerical error and approximative modelling term should reproduce
the real modelling term.

In the numerical results the extension of the MoT for parabolic equa¬

tions is validated. The results of large-eddy simulations, where the new

turbulence model has been applied will be compared with direct nu¬

merical simulations which yield the turbulent flow, due to a sufficient

numerical resolution without a model.



Notation

v Vector (bold type) with components vi,i>2, •

v Spatial vector G RN with components vi,..., v^

e% Unit vector G M.N in coordinate direction i (1 < i < N)

M Matrix (underlined bold type)

J Identity matrix

A Operator (calligraphic type)

I Identity operator

/"I and /Î Modification or intermediate value of quantity /

/ Fourier coefficient of quantity /

/ Space filtered value of quantity /

/' Subgrid scale part of quantity /

/ Favre filtered value of quantity /

/ By filtered quantities computable part of non-linear

quantity /

/ Non-computable (subgrid scale) part of non-linear

quantity /

fx Partial derivative -J^f
Vv Gradient acting on each component of v

Vv = (Vvi,... ,VvN)

V .M Divergence acting on the rows of M_ G M.dxN

V M = V (mi,..., md)T E(V-mi,...,V- fnd)T

xiii
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Acp Filter width

At Time step size

Ax Grid spacing

Ax Reference grid spacing



Chapter 1

Introduction

In the statistical description of a gas, the motion and interaction of

the gas particles can be described by the Boltzmann equations. How¬

ever, this microscopic level is not suitable for the description of flows,
which are of engineering interest. If the mean-free path length is small

compared to the length scale of the system under consideration, the

distinction of the individual elements becomes negligible. Then a col¬

lective motion is superimposed on the statistic motion of the individual

elements within a common domain. The interacting elements can be

viewed as a continuum, where the superposition of all elements is de¬

scribed by mean properties only. This leads to the definition of thermo¬

dynamic variables, like density, temperature, mean velocity etc. These

associated fields are determined at a macroscopic level by the Navier-

Stokes equations, which are conservation laws for density, momentum

and energy, plus constitutive relations for viscosity and thermal con¬

ductivity with the conserved quantities which result from molecular

fluctuations. For an ideal fluid no viscous effects occur, which leads to

the Euler equations. Thus, they can be derived from the Navier-Stokes

equations by neglecting the shear stresses and heat conduction terms.

This approximation drastically changes the character of the equations
and their solutions. The Navier-Stokes equations are a system of non¬

linear equations of mixed hyperbolic and parabolic type. The system of

the Euler equations contains only hyperbolic equations, so discontinu¬

ities may occur in the flow field.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

As long as the assumption of continuum holds - which is often not

the case as, for example, in strong shocks - all flows can be described by
the Navier-Stokes equations. Unfortunately, many of .these flows enter

into a particular form of instability if the Reynolds-number exceeds

a critical value. This state is called turbulence and, due to the non-

linearities in the Navier-Stokes equations, it generates a broad range of

spatial and temporal scales. The instabilities are related to very complex
interactions of viscous and non-linear terms which cannot be described

within a mathematical framework. On the other hand, the evolution

of the system in its full complexity is often not of interest, or it is too

costly to compute the solution (see below), so the small scales should be

described only by a model. These models are based on the observation

that the large scales are affected mainly by the boundary conditions and

vary greatly for each flow. The smallest scales are essentially produced

by the larger ones and are more or less universal and independent of

the mean flow. However, this is a tendency rather than a rule and there

is no clear distinction between small and large scales. Furthermore, the

small scales cannot be viewed as statistical elements of the large scale

field, so a closure similar to the transition from the Boltzmann to the

Navier-Stokes equations is not possible, although turbulence models,
where this approach has been used, were quite successful. Hence, there

is no simple predictive theory for the turbulence available.

After the equations and - if it is necessary - the turbulence model

have been set up, a solution has to be found. Due to the non-linearities

of the Navier-Stokes equations, no analytic solutions for flows of prac¬

tical interest exist, so numerical simulations are necessary.

The computational resources for the simulation of a turbulent flow

in an industrial application using the Navier-Stokes equations without

any model lies beyond the scope of computer power available nowa¬

days. Such simulations are called direct numerical simulations (DNS)
and are only feasible for flows within simple geometries at relatively
low Reynolds-numbers. This lack of computer power is the main reason

for the introduction of turbulence models. Since this power is steadily
increasing, the accuracy of approximating the full flow field is also grow¬

ing. Hence, starting from a DNS, the next levels are the large-eddy simu¬

lation (LES) and further the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations which are both connected with turbulence models.

Empirical information has to be incorporated for all turbulence mod-
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els and the accuracy of the solution depends on these empirical data.

The grade of this information is very high in the RANS equations ap¬

proach where only the mean flow is calculated, while for LES always a

time-dependent, three-dimensional flow field - which already contains

most of the flow structures - must be calculated explicitly. Hence, less

empirical data is necessary and the model can use the additional infor¬

mation provided by the resolved flow field. As mentioned above, there

is a tendency of the smaller scales to become more universal and depend
only on larger scales. For this reason, the modelling in LES is expected
to be relatively simple and quite reliable. However, the gain of accuracy
has to be paid for with a large increased computational cost compared
to a RANS calculation, but the LES of engineering flows come within

reach of today's computer power.

The numerical solution of LES, especially at their smallest scales,
can strongly be influenced by the error of the numerical scheme. Thus,
the use of schemes with a very high approximation order or even spectral
methods is recommended so that the numerical errors are small com¬

pared with the modelled turbulent effects, cf. [20, 25]. However, the

computational effort increases with the approximation order and for

complex geometries these methods are often not feasible. It is therefore

necessary to construct models, so that numerical schemes of relatively
low approximation order can be applied. In order to achieve this goal,
the unknown terms in the equations for LES have to be described not

directly by the model, but by a superposition of the numerical error and

an appropriately modified modelling term. Thus, the model has to take

into account the interaction of the physical and numerical effects of the

simulation.

Since the turbulence models take the small scales out of the flow and

thereby reducing the effect of viscosity, the convective effects dominate

and the character of the equations change. The parabolic equations tend

to hyperbolic ones, i. e. the Euler part of the Navier-Stokes equations
becomes more important. Hence, it is admissible to use a numerical

algorithm which has been developed for the Euler equations and just
adding the viscous terms. However, one has to take into account that

a numerical scheme might introduce artificial viscosity, which would

adversely affect the turbulent flow field.

The loss of accuracy due to empirical information in turbulence mod¬

elling is hard to control. So the need for good numerical algorithms,
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where at least the approximated solution of these equations is reliable

and the discretisation errors can be easily controlled, becomes more

important.

In the last decades the construction of numerical methods for sys¬

tems of hyperbolic conservation laws has been very successful, in par¬

ticular for one-dimensional schemes. A vast number of methods has

been generated, most of them are based on the first-order Godunov

scheme where local Riemann problems are solved. They are very robust

in handling discontinuities and have been extended to high resolutions.

However, in the construction of schemes for multiple space dimensions

no such great effort has been taken, although the transition from one

to two dimensions contains difficulties comparable to those for the con¬

struction of a 1-D method. The multi-dimensional effects have probably
been underestimated, because the most popular technique to construct

multi-dimensional methods - which extends the one-dimensional algo¬
rithms using spatial operator splitting - has been successfully applied,
also for complicated flow fields.

However, in recent years new truly multi-dimensional methods have

been developed, which are more closely tied to the multi-dimensional

physics of the flow and have shown great advantages in many applica¬
tions. The additional physical effects already occur in the transition

from one to two space dimensions, e. g. there is typically no longer a fi¬

nite number of propagation directions. The step from 2-D to 3-D yields
no such problems due to the physics of the flow, but the efficiency of the

numerical algorithm and the feasibility of its implementation becomes

very important and is often a limiting factor of a scheme.

In the second chapter, different multi-dimensional schemes for sys¬

tems of hyperbolic conservation laws are introduced. One of these

schemes, the Method of Transport, will be discussed in more detail.

This method is extended to handle the parabolic advection-diffusion

equation as well as systems of mixed hyperbolic-parabolic type, like the

Navier-Stokes equations. The stability of the scheme is investigated for

the linear advection-diffusion equation.

The concept of LES is explained and the various models which have

been introduced in this context are briefly discussed in chapter three.

Furthermore, a new model is developed which closely ties the physical
and numerical effects of the simulation. In contrast to other approaches,
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which always use the instantaneous solution to construct the modelling
terms, this model is based on the residual of the time evolution of two

solutions of different grids.

Finally, in chapter four, we show numerical results obtained with the

extended method which is applied in LES using the new model. First,
the method is validated for the advection-diffusion equation and the

Navier-Stokes equations on laminar flows, and, second, two and three-

dimensional flows of decaying turbulence are computed to check the new

model.
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Chapter 2

Numerical Method

Finding a numerical solution of a physical application includes several

steps of approximation. First the physical problem is described in a

simplified way by a model which is then put into a mathematical for¬

mulation, in the case of fluid flows into a system of partial differential

equations. Finally, the numerical discretisation includes a discrete rep¬

resentation of these equations and a division of space and time. Here,
we will focus on the discretisation of the equations and first discuss

several methods used for solving hyperbolic conservation laws including
the idea of the Method of Transport which will be extended to systems
of mixed hyperbolic-parabolic type.

Consider a system of hyperbolic conservation laws in N space di¬

mensions

Vt + V-F(V)=0 (2.1)
where V — V(xyt) G Mm is the vector of the conserved quantities and

jF G ümXiV a flux function. The divergence acts on the rows of F_.
To construct the numerical method we will introduce the concept of

finite-volume schemes which discretise the integral formulation of (2.1)

— / Vdx + I V F(V)dx = 0

a n

where 0 C RN is the computational domain. Let 0 be divided in M

control volumes Q3 with Ü = \J 10IJ and f] ±(ü3 \ dü3) = 0 when

7



Chapter 2. Numerical Method

dQ,1 denotes the boundary of volume O,. Then the approximate solution

at time tn is defined as an average over each control volume

n3

î-|- Jv(x,tn)dx, (2.2)

where \Q3\ is the area of the cell. Combining (2.2) with (2.1) at the two

time levels tn and t"+1 = tn + At yields

*n+ l

vn+i = vn+l[ [
Bes3{x,r;V) drdx (2.3)

Çl3 tn

with the residual

Res(x, t; V) = Vt = -V • F(V). (2.4)

One essential property of the finite-volume formulation is that, with

the divergence theorem of Gauss, the volume integral can be written as

surface integral
r

V -Fdx= [ Fds. (2.5)

Let diï]yi be the part of the boundary dQ,? with dü3 n d£ll / 0, where

the normal vector of the surface points from cell 0,3 outwards. Then

the scheme is in conservation form if for all connected cells

Note that this formulation will often be used as motivation for dimen¬

sional splitting approaches (see below) to calculate fluxes only between

those cells which have a common surface (in 3-D) or common edge (in

2-D).

A numerical method yields only approximations to Vn and we define

C7" as the numerical solution, which is defined at discrete time levels on

each control volume. Thereby, the time axis is discretised with the time

step At and the mesh width Ax is attached to the control volumes.

We assume that 11 Ace 112 and At are related in a fixed way, so we often

only refer to At instead of both At and ||Acc||2. We define a piecewise
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constant function UAt(x,t), where we assign the discrete values U"?

within each control volume

UAt(x,t) = U"3 for x G n3 and t G [tn,t"+i).

As initial values for the numerical method we set U = V
. By a time

marching procedure of the numerical scheme as in (2.3) we obtain the

numerical solution U3 at time level tn

t'n+1

jjn+i = [/n+
1 f [ Res (£ T-u) drdx = SUn,

.

3 J \a3\ J j
JK '

o.3 tr

As an abbreviation, the operator S for the numerical scheme has been

introduced. Hence, the aim of a numerical method consists in the con¬

struction of a good approximation of the function Res(x, t; U).

To obtain a measure for the quality of the numerical scheme we

consider the global error of the approximated and true solution

EAt(x,t) = UAt(x,t)-V(x,t).

Definition 1 A method is convergent (in some particular norm) if

\\EAt{x,t)\\^0 for At^O

for any fixed t > 0

However, it is hard to achieve explicit bounds on the global error. In¬

stead, one examines the local truncation (discretisation) error and uses

stability of the method to derive such estimates. The local truncation

error measures the local difference of the differential equation and the

difference equation. It is obtained by inserting the exact solution into

the numerical scheme.

Definition 2 The local truncation error of a method is

LAt{x,t) - i (V(œ,t + At) -SV{x,t)) .

Definition 3 The method is consistent if

\\LAt(x,t)\\->0 for At^O.
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We obtain the following sharp bound for this error which can be rela¬

tively easy checked.

Definition 4 The method is locally of order p if for all sufficiently
smooth data with compact support, there is some constant Cl, which

depends only on the initial data, such that

\\LAt(x,t)\\<CLAtp V At<At0,t<T.

This local error can cumulate with the local errors from previous
time steps. In order to obtain a bound on the global error, this local

error must not be amplified by applying the numerical method sev¬

eral times. This requires stability of the method, i. e. the operator S

has to be bounded in some appropriate sense. Then we have conver¬

gence of the method. For linear problems this is guaranteed by the

Lax-Richtmeyer equivalence theorem. For non-linear problems a first

approximation to prove convergence consists in the linearisation of the

scheme. Convergence is derived if this linearisation is stable, see [23]
for detailed information.

A general, but only local stability condition, was introduced by

Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy [8]. They found that a necessary stability
condition for any numerical scheme is, that the domain of dependence of

the numerical method must include the physical domain of dependence.
In the context of hyperbolic equations this requires that the numerical

propagation speed is larger than the physical one. This condition is

called CFL condition.

From Def. 4 it follows that the accuracy of the scheme becomes bet¬

ter with increasing p. For discontinuous solutions high-order methods,
that is p > 2, give oscillations at discontinuities due to dispersive effects.

These oscillations may influence the stability of the numerical scheme

and at least reduce the rate of convergence considerably compared to

the behaviour on smooth solutions. Thus, the demand of high accu¬

racy and non-oscillatory behaviour is somehow contradictory and there

is up to now no well defined way out of this problem. The approach,
which is applied, is to construct "high-resolution" methods which are

at least second order accurate on smooth solutions and give "well re¬

solved", non-oscillatory discontinuities. These methods use a high-order

scheme, but modify the method by increasing the numerical dissipation
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in the neighbourhood of discontinuities, i. e. the order of the numerical

method is reduced to one. The influences of these changes are hard to

control and often the modifications are not restricted to the areas where

they are expected to operate, e. g. the schemes may be degenerated to

first order accuracy at extreme points, cf. [34].

The first order numerical methods for solving non-linear systems of

hyperbolic conservation laws are well understood for a wide range of

applications in the one-dimensional case. Especially, it is often possible
to incorporate explicitly the non-linear properties of these systems, e. g.

using the first order Godunov method for the Euler equations, where

a Riemann solver is used to calculate the wave propagation between

two cells using the characteristic equations. However, the extension of

these methods to higher order introduces the problems of the "high
resolution" methods mentioned above.

Furthermore, there is no straight forward way from one into two di¬

mensions. Unlike the 1-D case, the systems often contain infinitely many
propagation directions which complicates the construction of genuinely
multi-dimensional schemes. A "two-dimensional Riemann solver", which

would be an algorithm taking into account two-dimensional cells, will

be too complex. In the three-dimensional case the problems get even

harder. Even if it is feasible, it would not be a base for a method

as the Riemann solver in the one-dimensional case, because the multi¬

dimensional effects cannot be handled satisfactory, and the solution will

still depend on the grid.

In the design of a numerical algorithm the first step consists in the

definition of the requirements on the scheme and the solution. These

requirements may depend on the problem which is under consideration

but we specify a couple of conditions which should be satisfied in gen¬

eral. As one can deduce from the discussion above, only some of these

requirements are based on a mathematical definition, others are based

on experience and physical intuition. Hence, we are faced with the prob¬
lem that for the latter there is no measure how well these requirements
are fulfilled (and it is even not clear if they can be fulfilled a hundred

per cent). Despite these restrictions we define the following properties
for our desired numerical method:

PI. A high-order approximation in space and time for smooth solu¬

tions
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P2. Robustness in handling of discontinuities

(We strive for a "high resolution" method)

P3. A maximum CFL stability limit for explicit schemes

(The numerical propagation speed ought to be of the same size

as the physical one, i. e. CFL « 1 should be possible to introduce

not too much numerical viscosity)

P4. Coincidence with the 1-D method for a grid-aligned 1-D problem

P5. Preservation of the non-linear wave propagation properties

(In one space dimension this can be achieved by considering the

characteristic equations, where the propagation along each char¬

acteristic family is treated explicitly)

P6. Preservation of the multi-dimensional wave propagation proper¬

ties

(All propagations directions should be captured - there can oc¬

cur infinitely many in two or three-space dimensions. Our aim is

to determine the physical propagation directions exclusively from

the solution, because otherwise spurious waves may be introduced

which do not travel in the proper direction, cf. [47])

P7. Grid independence of the solution

(Not in the sense, that the resolution of the grid must be fine

enough - which is a necessary condition on the grid anyway - but

the solution should be the same on different unstructured grids
or grids with different orientations, e. g. on two cartesian grids in

two space dimensions which have been rotated about 45° against
each other)

P8. Versatility of the method

(The method should be easily applicable to a wide range of prob¬
lems for different conservation laws without changing the struc¬

ture of the method. This requirement does not state anything
about the quality of the method, but especially in three space di¬

mensions the implementation of a "sophisticated" method can be

very complex and time consuming. Thus, it is preferable if the

building block of such a method need not be changed for different

systems of equations.)
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The most popular way to construct multi-dimensional methods is the

dimensional splitting approach. One-dimensional operators are succes¬

sively applied to each coordinate direction. These operators are often

based on the one-dimensional Godunov approach where the local char¬

acteristic structure is obtained by solving a Riemann problem. These

multi-dimensional schemes are simple and quite effective, where they
concentrate mainly on properties PI, P2, P4 and P5. In other words

the multi-dimensional effects will be ignored, i. e. P6 and P7. The dis¬

crete one-dimensional operators Ö are applied on the normal directions

of the cell surfaces (which are aligned with the coordinate axis for carte¬

sian grids). In the "operator-splitting" approach the 1-D operators are

composed multiplicative

TV

i=l

where X is the identity. Note that the operators have to be weighted
with some proper coefficients to obtain a consistent scheme. Due to

a better survey they have been dropped, likewise for the methods de¬

scribed below. For the special choice of Strang-splitting, cf. [54], the

scheme is of order two without greatly increasing the amount of work.

In the "donor-cell" approach an additive combination is used

N

The stability of this method reduces with increasing N which can be

accounted for by the reduction of the CFL number, but property P3 is

violated. Although these approaches are relatively simple and do not

account for the physical propagation directions they have been quite
successful in resolving even complex patterns of the solution of non¬

linear systems.

For the design of genuinely multi-dimensional methods, which also

satisfy the properties P3, P6 and P7, four approaches have been in¬

troduced which can be grouped in two classes. The first construct the

method again as a combination of 1-D operators, the latter directly in¬

corporate the physical propagation directions into the scheme. If these

schemes are compared to the dimensional splitting approaches, they
need more computational work, but this is compensated by their ability
to capture the same structures of the flow on coarser meshes (see [56]),
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apart from the fact that these solutions will be more reliable because

more physical phenomena are taken into account.

The corner transport upwinding (CTU) method by Collela [6] and

the conservation law package (CLAWPACK) by LeVeque [30, 35] be¬

long to the first group. The schemes are based on a combination of

operators for solving the scalar multi-dimensional linear advection equa¬

tion exactly. Indeed, for linear systems both schemes are very similar.

They are sometimes also called "one-and-a-half-dimensional" methods

because the underlying physical model is still based on the wave prop¬

agation along the coordinate directions. The CTU method reads

N N

S = T + ^20^^{T + ÖX=){1 + öXk)
1=1 j=i

Predictor

with k G {1,...,N} \ {i,j}- This method can be interpreted as a

predictor-corrector time integration, where the predictor step contains

the orthogonal coordinate directions to the corrector step. CLAWPACK

introduces corrections to the donor-cell approach to account for the

transverse propagation directions across edges and corners

N NN N N N

J2®X3 E
3=1

3^1

fc=l'=1 î=l J=l 1=1

where the third term accounts for the fluxes across edges (corners in the

case of 2-D) and the last term for the fluxes across the corners in 3-D.

Both schemes increase the stability compared to the donor-cell approach
to a maximum CFL number of 1. For systems, the 1-D scalar operators

are replaced by corresponding operators for the system, e. g. Riemann

problem solvers for the Euler equations.

The fluctuation splitting scheme of Roe [10] and the Method of

Transport (MoT) introduced by Fey [16, 17] belong to the second group.

These methods are formulated independent of the directions of the un¬

derlying grid, instead they incorporate the physical propagation direc¬

tions. The method of Roe generalises the idea of flux-difference splitting
to the multi-dimensional case

K

S =X+^Vl1l.
i=i
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The fluctuations, i. e. the divergence of the fluxes or the residual Hes1
are computed on a vertex based grid with the operator 1Z1 which for the

Euler equations is an extension of Roe's approximate Riemann solver.

These fluctuations are determined on cells which are build up of several

vertices and distributed by the operator V in an upwinding manner

to these vertices. In the scalar case the propagation direction is unique
and the distribution is clearly defined. To obtain a physical distribution

in the system case, a wave model has to be introduced which defines a

decomposition of the fluctuations in K "waves" and their corresponding
propagation directions.

The last method, which will be investigated in more detail, is the

Method of Transport. It is based on three steps:

1. The system is rewritten in an "advection form" with K systems
of advection equations

2. Each of these K systems is linearised by a decoupling of the equa¬

tions

3. Each equation is solved by applying a scalar advection operator

The first step is the main ingredient of this method. It allows for the

multi-dimensional linearisation of the second step and enables a rigorous
error analysis of the linearisation error without knowledge of the solver

which is introduced only in the last step. The advection form generally
looks like

k

Ut + V- F{U) = Y, [(Ri)t + V (RivJ)] = 0 (2.6)
i=0

where the decomposition satisfies

with k — K — 1. If such a decomposition has been found, step 2 and

3 of the MoT can be easily applied, which implies a high versatility of

the method (P8).
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The MoT can be used as a flux-vector as well as a flux-difference

scheme. The flux-vector approach reads

K

5 = E-4'.
i=l

where the decomposition of (2.6) is used to transport the K quantities

RL in their corresponding propagation direction with the operator A.

The flux-difference approach is similar to the method of Roe but with

another interpretation

K

s=i+j2Ain-
i=l

If we consider the fluctuation or residual which is obtained by the op¬

erator 1Z

KUn = Res

and using equation (2.4) we get for homogenous flux functions

dF_
with G = ——Res. Since the original conservation law (2.1) for the

oU

quantity U can be written as

the system for the quantity Res has the same structure and can be

decomposed in an equivalent way, so the flux-difference method reduces

to the flux-vector method for the new variable Res. Especially, we

keep the propagation velocities of the original system, because they are

dF
obtained from the Jacobian matrix

dU'

The operator 1Z describes, like in Roe's scheme, the non-linear wave

propagation of the solution, which leads to a robust and accurate algo¬

rithm, even in the presence of non-linear discontinuities, i. e. property
P5 is fulfilled. The distribution operator V in Roe's method provides
for the multi-dimensional upwinding and thus for the stability of the
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method. It depends strongly on the wave model, which is therefore a

crucial point of the whole scheme. The operator A of the MoT yields
these propagation directions in a natural way and makes the upwinding
a clearly defined process of the scheme.

In the following the solution operator A for the linear advection

equation with variable coefficients is introduced in section 2.1 and the

extension to the system case is explained, using the example of the Euler

equations, in section 2.2. Based on the advection form, a decomposition
of the advection-diffusion equation is developed in section 2.3 so that it

can be treated by a system of advection equations. Section 2.4 presents
the extension of this idea to systems of mixed hyperbolic-parabolic type
with the example of the Navier-Stokes equations.

2.1 Linear Advection Equation

In this section we consider the Method of Transport for the scalar case.

The advection equation in conservation form reads

ut + V- {uaT) = 0. (2.8)

where u is the conserved quantity and a the advection velocity. In

general, a is a function in space and time, but in the numerical method

it is frozen at each discrete time level. Thus, for the solution within

each step it depends on the space variables only. The solution operator
of this equation is the basis of the numerical method and will be used

without any modification in the system case. The MoT uses an explicit
time integration. It has been implemented for cartesian grids but can

also be applied to unstructured grids.

For (2.8) the method reads

'"+1
= < "

IrTT E W.» " ^ '
u„

1
j£V(i)

where V(i) = {j G {1,.. ., M} | dÜt n dü3 ^ 0} denotes the set of in¬

dices of all connected control volumes. This implies that for a cartesian

grid in two-space dimensions fluxes to eight neighbours have to be taken

into account, cf. Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2,1: Interaction between the cell Q,q and its neighbouring cells

for a two-dimensional cartesian grid

The numerical flux function FhJ represents the portion of the quan¬

tity u" which has flowed out from volume Ot into Çl3 in the time step
tn _^ tn+i_ The flux ig deßne(i as

Fli3 = J v^{x)dx

s,

where S3 C Q.% is the region which has been swept out and v?(x) is a

reconstructed value of u^ such that

-J-, [v?(x)dx = u? and \v? (x) - u{x,tn)\ < C\\Ax\\p .

The reconstruction procedure is presented in [24].

The aim of the numerical scheme is to find the volumes S3 so that

the numerical flux function is consistent of order p with the exact flux.

Therefore, we consider the characteristic curve z(t) which is defined as

the solution of

d
—z{t) = a{z{r) + pt) , z(r0) = £ (2.9)
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for sufficiently smooth velocity a and p% a point inside the control vol¬

ume On e. g. its center of mass. We expect a not to be smooth in

general. Thus, it is represented locally in each control volume and is

possibly discontinuous to adjacent domains Since a is considered as

a function of space only the characteristics are fixed, at least between

the time slice tn —>• tn+1 = tn + At. Therefore, the initial values £ are

taken at time tq = tn+1 and the characteristics are traced back in time

tor = tn.

Along the characteristic curve the evolution of u satisfies the ordi¬

nary differential equation

—u{z{t)-\-pl)t)=ut + ä-Vu — —uV-a
.

Then the integration volumes S3 C Q,t are given as

S3 = {z{tn^)+pleüz\i + pleüJ] .

Note that only the integration of (2.9) determines the accuracy in time,
whereas the reconstruction of un limits the spatial accuracy. To obtain

second order in time we need a linear reconstruction in space of a(z)

a(z) = a + Az

with

a = (ai,.. ., ajy)T and A — (Va)T = (Vai,..., Va]v)T

Since A is constant, (2.9) reduces to the linear differential equation

—z = a + Az
, z(t0) = £

or

and its solution is given as

z(t) = -A^a + e^T~^ro)(A"1a + f). (2.10)

The Taylor expansion of z{t) up to terms of order three yields

z(r) = f+ (r - T0)(a + Af ) +
(r ~^ (Aâ + A2f ) + 0((r - r0)3)

so the characteristic curve at time tn = tq — At reads

Z{tnl£) = t- &t{ä+ A£) + ^-{Aa + A2g) + 0(At3). (2.11)
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Although the solution (2.10) depends exponentially on r, the spatial

mapping £ H> z(t0 — At) is linear. Furthermore, the characteristic

curves do not interact if a is Lipschitz continuous, which is satisfied

because of its local representation. Hence, the domains of integration

Sj are simply connected and bounded by straight lines if the boundaries

dQi are also straight, which is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Sketch of transformation (2.11). The solid lines represent
the transformation of the dotted ones. The shaded ar¬

eas are the integration volumes. (Numbering according to

Figure 2.1)

If all volumes Q,j, which are affected by the characteristic curves

ending in Oj, are taken into account for calculating Fij, the method is

unconditionally stable for an arbitrary CFL number

CFL = max At |](diag(Aa;i,..., Axn))"1^^ . (2.12)

However, the accuracy decreases for large CFL numbers, so we restrict

the set to all direct neighbours Qj with j G V(i). Hence, the CFL

number is limited to one. In the system case, (2.12) has to be extended

over all involved advection velocities.
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2.2 Euler Equations

To illustrate the decomposition of the system case we consider the Euler

equations which, historically, are the first set of equations the MoT has

been applied to, cf. [15]. The Euler equations describe the conservation

of mass, momentum and energy. They are of the form (2.1) with

U=[ pu ], F = UÜT+\ I \p (2.13)

where p is density, ü are the velocities, E is the total energy per unit

mass and p is pressure. To close the system the equation of state

V={l-l)p\E

relates the pressure to the conserved quantities. The ratio of the specific
heat capacities 7 = 1+4 depends on the internal degrees of freedom / of

the gas (/ = 3 for ideal gases, / = 5 for bi-atomic gases). Furthermore

— denotes the speed of sound.

2.2.1 Decomposition

The Euler equations can be rewritten from the standard form (2.1)
into the advection form (2.6). This decomposition is motivated by the

linearisation of the Euler equations in one-space dimension, where the

Jacobian matrix can be diagonalised

3F
3

F=^jU = RAR1U = Yl a^r^
4= 1

with the matrix of the right eigenvectors R = (7*1, V2, T3) and the eigen¬
values A = diag(Ài, À2, A3) = diag(it — c, u,u + c). The coefficients a-L

build up the vector R~ U so that the state vector U can be decomposed
in the same vectors as the flux

U = E axr%

i=l
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This decomposition leads to an advection form of the equations

3

Q^J + —-(oi.r.Aj = 0.
dt dx

However, in more than one-space dimension the Jacobian matrices can¬

not be diagonalised simultaneously. Nevertheless, advection forms of

the equations can be derived, e. g. the quantities Rb and velocities vl

are a generalisation of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the 1-D case.

In fact, one expects infinitely many propagation directions leading to

infinitely many advection equations, because the envelope of the char¬

acteristic surfaces becomes the so-called Monge cone. This, of course, is

not desirable so this sphere will be approximated with a finite number of

support points p%1 i = 1, ..

.,
k. In contrast to the splitting approaches,

these directions are not aligned with the coordinate axis (see Figure

2.3).

x±

At(ui + c)

Figure 2.3: Propagation directions in two-space dimensions for four

support points on the Monge cone
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In order to remove the dependencies between the advection equa¬

tions the solution is frozen at time tn and we define the new quantities
S, (cc, r) and a, (x)

St{x,0) = Ä, (£,*"), âx(x) = v^x,tn)

with the corresponding evolution operators

^SL(x, r) + V (St(x, r)at(£)) = 0, i = 0,... ,
k

, (2.14)

which reduces the problem to (& + 1) linear systems. An approximation
of the solution at time t + At is obtained by

U{x,tn + At) =J2si{x1At).
i=0

Note that the representation (2.14) is still independent of the discreti¬

sation and any method which solves the advection equation in conser¬

vation form can be applied.

The conditions (2.7) do not lead to a unique decomposition. Guided

from the one-dimensional case a possible decomposition for the Euler

equations reads

,S'o(x,0) = ^—- I pu ], a0{x) = Ü
T V püTÜ/2

1 ( P \ pc ( ®T
Sl(x,0) = -[ pü H I I

qnt , a%(x) = u + n%c

l\pE+p ) 7 \üt
'

i = 1,..., k
,

(2.15)
where the fî% dehne the support points p% of the Monge cone. To satisfy
the consistency relation of (2.7) the following conditions must be fulfilled

]Tn, = 0 (2.16)
i=i

and
k

q

|]TfMC
= j;. (2.17)

i=i
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In the case ||nj|2 = 1 we have q = N to obtain a consistent method.

The number of support points k depends on the spatial dimension. One

needs at least TV + 1 points, but to retain symmetry between the coor¬

dinate directions, at least 27V directions are necessary

n% G {ei5...,eiv,-ei,...,-ejv}

where e3 are the unit vectors in the coordinate directions, thus q =

N. Figure 2.3 shows the resulting propagation directions in two-space

dimensions (k — 4).

Although the method is consistent, with this choice of the vectors n%

it does not reduce to the one-dimensional scheme for a grid-aligned one-

dimensional problem. Thus, it does not satisfy property P4. To show

this we consider the wave equation for the sake of simplicity because

the speed of sound c is constant and no superposition of the advection

velocities is included

In the one-dimensional case the diagonalisation of the Jacobian ma¬

trix is fixed and we obtain two waves travelling with speed ±c. The

decomposition, which can be derived from this diagonalisation, reads

nic, i = 1, 2
.

In several space dimensions we demand that for a grid-aligned 1-D prob¬

lem the transport equation for each wave should collapse with the 1-D

equation in the particular direction, neglecting the orthogonal direc¬

tions. With the choice of the nz given above, this claim cannot be ful¬

filled because to ensure that the method is consistent, condition (2.17)
requires that the factor q — N has to be introduced in the decomposi¬
tion. This can be achieved by modifying Sz and a% to

t )+{N-a)[ V;T )nt) a,=n,(l+ a)c i = 1,. ..,
k

for 0 < a < N — 1. For the case a = 0 the advection velocities in

the multi-dimensional decomposition match with the one-dimensional

one, but different quantities are transported. For a> = N — 1 the SL are

the same, but the at have changed, so the numerical propagation speed
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has been enlarged, which in addition violates property P3. Thus, the

one-dimensional equations cannot be retained for any a.

Another possibility consists in the change of the vectors n% so that

the projection of these vectors onto a coordinate direction yields the

1-D vector, i. e. each component of Hi has to be set to +1 or — 1. For

symmetry reasons this must hold for each direction. Hence, we obtain

2^ support points which point into the diagonal directions

N >|
v = Y,^A ;J6{1,-,2N} (2-18)

i=i J

with r?4j = (—l)^2 J, t as the integer quotient. With this choice

j|nd|2 = VN, so condition (2.17) is satisfied for q — 1. In the two-

dimensional case these propagation vectors are

The support points are now the corners of the cube which has the Monge
cone embedded. Note that the numerical propagation speed has been

enlarged by VN. However, there is no additional restriction on the

CFL condition, because the propagation is in the diagonal directions

and still only the directly adjacent cells are affected (the projection of

the propagation direction onto a particular coordinate direction is at

most ±c).

Remark 1 For the wave equation the choice (2.18), together with the

special case of CFL = 1, yields fluxes only in the diagonal directions and

no fluxes across edges and surfaces. Thus, the cells, which are connected

by edges/surfaces, are totally decoupled. Then the solution may show a

checkerboard pattern. This problem can be solved if we set CFL < 1,
but then more numerical viscosity is introduced.

2.2.2 Error Analysis

If one assumes that the numerical method provides the solution of (2.14)
to any order a rigourous error analysis of the splitting error can be

carried out. Since there is no principle difference between the analysis

25

n; G <v
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in one and higher space dimensions we restrict ourselves to the study
of the one-dimensional equation of mass conservation. Consider a semi-

discretisation in time and assume that an exact solution at time t is

given. Then we expand this solution p(x,t + At) in a Taylor series

At2
p(x, t + At) = p(x, t) + p{x, t)tAt + p(x, t)tt-y- + 0{At3) .

The time derivatives can be replaced by spatial ones using the Euler

equations

Pt = -(pu)x
Pu = -{pu)tx = {pu2 + P)xx

and we obtain (omitting the arguments x and t on the r. h. s.)

At2
p(x,t + At)=p- (pu)xAt + (pu2 + p)xx— + 0(A£3) . (2.19)

Since for the one-dimensional case there are only two vectors Hi, namely
H\ — l and n% = — 1, the decomposition of the density leads to

P = Pi + P2 +P3

with
1 7-1

Pi = Ps = 7TP and Pi = P
27 7

Each of these quantities will be expanded in a Taylor series

At2
Pi(x, t + At) = Pi + (pi)tAt + {pi)tt-Y + 0{At3)

and again the time derivatives will be replaced by spatial derivatives,
using the corresponding advection equations this time,

{P2)t = -(Up2)x

{pi/z)t= {{u±c)p1/3)x
{P2)tt ~ {u(p2)x)x

{Pi/z)tt = ((u ± c)((u ± c)p1/3)x)x .

Summing up these expansions, the comparison with (2.19) shows that

the numerical solution differs from the exact solution by 0(At ):

^rPl{x,t+ At) =p+ptAt+[ptt+ (^{iuux + ccx)\ ) —- + 0{At

2
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If we modify the quantities Si for i = 1,.. .,
k by adding an extra term

KHj we achieve an approximation of the exact solution up to a term of

0(At ). K_is called a correction term and if, for the one-dimensional

Euler equations, we choose

K

I k? \

ku

k?E
\

(

)

Atp
~2c {juux + ccx)

\

—-p((<y-2)cux +ucx) +ukp

Atpc

V
~

27(7 -1:
[UUn ccx) + uk7

u

kp
1

we obtain an error term of size 0(At ). This analysis can be performed
for all systems if they are writable in the advection form (2.6), e. g. the

Shallow-water-equations [18].

2.3 Advection-Diffusion Equation

The numerical methods described above are based on the advection

equation which is of hyperbolic type and yield a unique direction for

the propagation with a finite speed. The advection-diffusion equation
on the other hand is of parabolic type. Here we have to deal with a

global domain of dependence, translated in the context of hyperbolic

equations, the information propagates in all directions at an infinite

speed. By changing the character of the equations the solutions change
too: in the parabolic case the analytic solution is always smooth, even

for discontinuous initial solutions. This is also true for the numerical

solution provided that the resolution of the grid is fine enough.

We investigate the behaviour of the advection-diffusion equation in

one-space dimension with constant coefficients

ut + aux — euxx

and introduce the transformation

This leads to

ut =

r

Un

t Z = X at

dt
u

dz

ot
Un- — au.
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Ux = Un-— Y-Ur^— —U

d2r (dr
J-xx = uT-z—z+uTT\ — \ +uz^-k +uzz ( — I = u2

oxz V ox

Hence, it follows

euzz

The advection part drops out and a diffusion equation is left with un¬

changed diffusion part which indicates a superposition of the diffusion

and the advection: the quantity u will be convected with the velocity a

and simultaneously smeared by the diffusion. From a physical point of

view, this result is not very surprising but it is ignored in most splitting
methods, [27], [14].

Let us consider some special diffusion equations. In the heat equa¬

tion, u represents the temperature and e the thermal diffusivity

e = X = > 0

pc,p

with k, and cp as thermal conductivity and specific heat, respectively.
When u represent a velocity then e will be the kinematic viscosity

e=v=->0
P

where \i is the dynamic viscosity. We notice that the thermal diffusiv¬

ity and the kinematic viscosity are both positive values with the unit

m2 jsec. Our aim is to write the flux in a form similar to that of the

hyperbolic case as a quantity times a propagation velocity. If we divide

the coefficient e or one of its equivalent by a length, we achieve a velocity
which will be used as propagation speed

ut - j{lux)x = 0
.

We will call -

— e the "diffusion-velocity". Since the propagation speed

is infinite it seems unreasonable to define a finite propagation velocity.
However, we can define such a I which, for that reason, will depend on

the spatial discretisation (see section 2.3.3).
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2.3.1 Decomposition into advection equations

Let us now consider the multi-dimensional advection-diffusion equation
in conservation form with variable coefficients a(x,t) and e(x,t)

ut + V F = V • G (2.20)

with
,T

F = ua and G = e[Vu \T

The propagation of the viscous part is similar to the behaviour of the

acoustic waves of the Euler equations. To take the superposition into

account, the new velocity (a — eL~ H{) patterned after (ü + cH-L) is

defined where

L = diag (Zi, ...,In)

represents the length I in N dimensions. This behaviour is sketched in

Figure 2.4 for two-space dimensions and time. The domain of influence

of the viscosity is centered around the convective path and increases in

time (denoted as envelope of "diffusion-velocity").

0 X\

Figure 2.4: Superposition of advection and diffusion process

Hence, equation (2.20) can be rewritten in advection form with

So = u
, Hq = a

(2.21)
Si, [LS/u)THi) , äi = a — eL 1Hi, i=l,,..,k

Note that the terms Si ,i — 1,..., k drop out because of (2.16). With

(2.6) the advection-diffusion equations can be rewritten as a system of
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advection equations with special "diffusion-velocities" to account for the

viscous part. Again this representation is independent of the discreti¬

sation and allows for an error analysis of the linearisation.

2.3.2 Error analysis

If the system with the decomposition (2.21) is linearised it is only a

first-order approximation in time of (2.20). This error can be accounted

for by correction terms as we did for the Euler equations. Therefore,
we consider a semi-discretisation in time of the exact and approximated
solution for the one-dimensional case with constant coefficients. Assume

that the exact solution at time t is known and expand the solution

u(x, t + At) in a Taylor series

At2
u(x,t + At) =u + utAt + utt~- + 0{At2) . (2.22)

/Li

Using the advection-diffusion equation the time derivatives can be re¬

placed by spatial ones

ut = -aux + euxx (2.23)

utt = a?uxx - 2aeuxxx + e2uxxxx . (2.24)

For the numerical solution we consider the time derivatives of each ad¬

vection equation. For the first derivatives we get

Ut = —aux

7>(lux)t = -^{a- -){lux)x

-z{-lux)t = --{a+-){-lux)x.

Summing up these equations we obtain

ut = ~aux + j{lux)x = -aux + euxx .

Inserting this equation into the Taylor expansion we see that the lin¬

earised equations are at least of first order. For the second derivatives

we get

utt = a2uxx
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^(lux)tt = -{a - -)2{lux)xx

1 le
-(-lux)tt = ~(a+ j)2(-lux)xx

Again summing up we obtain

9

~b~b — ^ x io xxx

Thus the linearised equations are not of order At3 because the term

£2uXXXx °f equation (2.24) is missing. Since the advection part is still

correct it will be sufficient to introduce a correction term for the viscous

parts in (2.21)

S\ = Si + KHi, i = l,...,k.

Now the time derivatives read

ut — ~~0'UX + tuxx + -Kx

Utt — ^ UXx £Q>£UXXx ^~j^xx

The comparison of the Taylor series expansions of u(x,t + At) and

uk (x, t -\- At) yields that the terms match up to and including the term

with 0(At2) if

-

Atd
^x — 7\ UXXxx

Then the term (At2kxx) does only contribute to terms of order At3 and

can be neglected. Integrating kx gives the correction term

-"- —
<-.

tuxxx .

In the two-dimensional case the difference between the Taylor series

expansions of the exact and discretised solutions yields the term

^ \UXXXX ~~T ^UXXyy ~\- Uyyyy )

with x = x\ and y = x^- The integration of this term - with a symmetric
distribution of the x\ and x^ components - yields the correction term

/ AtAx \

0,
£\UXXX -\- Uxyy)

—

^tAy_
\

1)1 e\ayyy ' axxy) I
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Note that the correction terms are not due to the interaction of the

advection and diffusion part (there is no dependency on a since the

advection part will be solved exactly in time) but they are necessary to

get a second-order approximation in time of the viscous part. Another

possibility to get a second-order approximation is given in section 2.3.4.

2.3.3 Stability analysis

Up to now the choice of I is not clear. As mentioned before I will depend
on the spatial discretisation because we have to treat infinite propaga¬

tion speeds. We consider the Method of Transport, still using explicit
time integration, so that it is necessary to investigate the time-step re¬

striction of this method, which will certainly change for the parabolic

equation compared to the hyperbolic case. A detailed stability analysis
of the method for hyperbolic equations can be found in [40]. The anal¬

ysis will be performed here in 1-D for simplicity but it yields the same

restrictions for higher dimensions.

The control volume fli is the interval [:£,;_ 1/2, 2^+1/2]) then the con¬

tributions in one-space dimension for the advection equation read

fXi+1/2
Fi,i+i = / u(x) dx

•J
xl+1 /2

— At a

for a > 0 and

/^'i+i/2-Aia

Fi+1:i = / u(x) dx

for a < 0.

For the advection-diffusion equation we have to sum up the fluxes of

the advection and the diffusion parts. For a first-order approximation
we choose u, a and e constant in Qt. For short, we define

Ti = At a Ui , T2 = Ata—^{1 Vqu), , T3 = At°-^(-l V0u)i
lAx lAx

with (T>ou)i = ———-— as the central-difference operator. Then the
2 Ax
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fluxes read

{ T, + T2 + T3 ifa>0,a — e > 0

^M+l =

>

1 Tx + T3 ifa>0,a — e<0

T3 ifa<0,a + e>0
1{ 0 otherwise

( 7\ + T2 + T3 ifa<0,a — £<0

F%,i-i — <
I 2\ + T3 ifa<0,a-e>0

T2 ifa>0,a-£<0
"

1 0 otherwise

We reconstruct linearly, for second-order accuracy; for simplicity we

only give the fluxes for the advection equation

{Ax

At (a uz 4 (1 - A) a (V u)i) if a > 0
z

0 otherwise

F
_ j At(aul+1--^(l + \) a(Vu)i+1) if a < 0

/+i'4
~

I ^
^ i

[ 0 otherwise,

with A — and V the difference operator in the upwind direction.
Ax

The stability properties of a linear scheme with constant coefficients

and periodic boundary conditions can be easily analysed with the von

Neumann method. It is based on the Fourier decomposition of the

numerical scheme. The solution u can be written in a discrete Fourier

series as

k

where ü^ is the Fourier coefficient of wave-number k, (j) its phase an¬

gle and / = \/—l. Inserting the harmonics u^e11^ into the numerical

scheme, stability is achieved if no single harmonic increases in time.

Therefore, we consider the time evolution of a single harmonic only.
The amplification factor G is defined as the ratio of the Fourier coeffi¬

cients

un+1
G= h

K

Stability is given if for all wave-numbers k

\G\<1.
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More information about this method can be found in [27].

For the advection equation we obtain the restriction A < 1. This

restriction continues to hold for the advection-diffusion equation and

At £

we look for a restriction for £ = ——.
Ax

We consider the first-order scheme and assume a > 0. For the case

a — s > 0 the scheme is

<+1 = < - A«-<_,)

a I

2 2Ax

2 2Ax

(<+i-<-i-<+<-2)

(-<+! + <_!+ <-<_2;

wn - a« - <_x)+^«Vi - <-i - <+<_2:

with (7 = A — £ and 0 = A + £. Then for the amplification factor we

obtain

G = 1 - A(l - e"^6) + e-4-(e7^ - z~H - 1 + e"2I(/j),
2Ax

where £ represents the parabolic part.

The term ——— represents an additional grid dependence of G. Since

we want all these dependencies to be included in A and £ only, we choose

I = Ax

so that £ = -—. Then we get

Ax
6

G2 = GG = cos30(2£2)

+ cos2</>(2£ - 2£2)

+ cos0(2A - 2A2 - 2£2)

+ 1 - 2A + 2A2 - 2£ + 2£2

(cos3<£-l)2£2

+ (cos0-l)2(-A + A2+e2)

+ (cos20- l)(A-A2 + 2£-3£2)

+ 1.
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We have rearranged the terms so that a positive and a negative term

have been combined. Hence, to achieve \G\ < 1 we obtain a CFL

restriction A + £ < 1 and since £ < A it is clear that £ < |.

For the second case (a — e) < 0 the scheme has the form

<+1 = < - \(K-uU)

«+2 -<"<+!+<-l)
2 2Ax

e i

9 2Ar
{~Ui+1 ^ U"i~1 ^ Ui

~

"i-2,

(-<+!

+U?_l+U?-<

uf A« - <_i)

7^ (2A(-<+1 + <_J+

2£< + (A - 0<+2 - (A + fl<-2)

Here, the amplification factor is

G = l-A(l-e^)-
l

2A(-eJ</; + e^) + 2£ + (A - £)e2/<i6 - (A + Oe'21*) .

4Ax

Multiplying by its conjugate we get

G2 = GG = cosV(-A2 + £2)

+ cos3</>(2A£)

+ cos2</>(2A2 + 2£ - 2£2 - 2A£)

+ cos0(2A - 2A2 - 2A£)

+ 1 - 2A + A2 - 2£ + £2 + 2A£

cos2(cosV-l)(-A2-K2)

+ (cos3</>-l)(2A£)

+ (cos^-l)2(-A + A2 + A£)

+ (cos2</>-l)2(A + 2£-£2-3A£)

+ 1.

To achieve G2 < 1 we get the restrictions A + £ < 1 and £ < § -
Note

that although £ > A we directly obtain from the analysis the restriction
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£ < § ^n 0T(^ei t° adjust the size of £ and A and thus adjust a and e

the length I is changed to

-

Ax

Thus the CFL restriction for £ reads

>
2eAt

,

and we obtain for the matrix L

Ax'i Axn\
L = diae

,

...,

2
? '

2

Since we are using an explicit time stepping we obtain an inherent stiff¬

ness problem for large e with respect to Ax.

2.3.4 Two-step time integration

The introduction of third derivatives into the scheme to obtain second-

order accuracy in time is not very satisfying, because the computational
stencil becomes large and could lead to dispersive effects. Nevertheless,
they must be introduced because the one stage time integration does

not yield all second-order terms of the diffusion part.

Let us again consider the second time derivative of the exact solution

in one-space dimension

utt = -a{-aux + euxx)x +e(-aux + euxx)xx
—

2
_ _ _i_

2
Lb ^*JIT,X ^" "- ^XX X ^ ^ U"~CXX • XXXX
- :

v

' » :-v ——>

Advection part Diffusion part

The first two terms on the right-hand side are dominated by the ad¬

vection and the others by the diffusion. The missing term e2 uxxxx is

independent of the advection velocity. To improve the method, only the

advection equations which handle the viscous parts are replaced by a

two-step time integration method. In the first step the solution un will

be decomposed in the parts St, i = 0,. ..,
k as before, and the advection

operator will be applied. In the second step this intermediate solution

is decomposed and solved for the viscous parts Sz, i = !,...,& only.
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This solution will be combined with the first one so that the resulting
scheme is of second-order accuracy.

Let F$v(un,At) be the numerical flux of S0 and F^(un, At) of

the viscous parts S%, i = 1,..., k. Then the numerical time integration

looks as follows:

1. step:

uL = uci,

uht = uk

i

[ft
1

Y^{F$v(un,AL)-Fff(un,At))

Ï7TT E (*ïf («"' At) - ^ffK, At))
11

jev

2. step:

,T
+

n+1
_

Ufl,,
+ uh,

ufi.

1
^—\ / „^i;ff, + At

x „^;-ff/ + At,

iE ^V,T)-^V,=)j.

This discretisation yields a second-order approximation of the exact so¬

lution. The computational effort of this algorithm in the scalar case is

larger than using correction terms, i. e. instead of solving k advection

equations and calculating the correction terms (including the compu¬

tational costs for the calculation of the third derivatives), here 2k — 1

advection equations have to be solved. However, in the system case the

correction terms may get such complicated that their calculation is as

costly as the additional advection equations, e. g. for the Navier-Stokes

equations it is almost impossible to survey the correction terms, so in

addition their implementation contains huge sources of errors.

With regard to the Navier-Stokes equations we note that the more

general equation

jt{pu) + V i{pu)aT) = V • {ep(V(u + v))T) , (2.25)

where p ~ p{x,t) and v = v(x,t) are known functions, will be solved

with second-order accuracy, too.
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2.4 Navier-Stokes Equations

The Euler equations are used to simulate non-viscous fluids. They are

obtained from the Navier-Stokes equations by neglecting the second-

order terms like shear stresses and heat conduction terms. But as

Prandtl showed in his boundary layer approximation this is not the

approximation of physical flows in the limit of vanishing viscosity. How¬

ever, they are a valid approximation for flows at high Reynolds numbers

outside this viscous boundary region. Since the Navier-Stokes equa¬

tions are the most general description of a Newtonian fluid, they have

to be used if the viscosity and the heat conduction cannot be neglected

(e. g. in boundary layers). The Navier-Stokes equations are of mixed

hyperbolic-parabolic type. The equation for the conservation of mass

is still hyperbolic while the conservation of momentum and energy are

described by parabolic equations.

The general form of such a system can be written as an extension of

(2.20)
Ut + V • F{U) = V G{U, VU)

using the same notation as in (2.1). For the Navier-Stokes equations the

vector of the conserved quantities U and the fluxes F_(U) are the same

as for the Euler equations (2.13). The matrix G(U,VU) describes the

viscous effects

G(U,VU)=v\ 8 + 77 0 +x 0

\ uTe J V uT± ) V V

where v and x are the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity re¬

spectively. The coefficient 77 is related to the so-called second viscosity

77 = . Furthermore, are

P

0 = p (Vu + (Vu)T) , 0 = piy ü and ip = pcpVT (2.26)

with the specific heat cp and temperature T. The matrix \Q_ is called

rate of strain or deformation matrix, [yQ_ + 770) are the viscous stresses

and xifr is the heat flux. The coefficients for the viscosities are functions

of the fluid state, especially of the temperature and also weakly coupled
to the pressure. To determine the coefficients, we assume only an in¬

fluence by the temperature and use Sutherland's formula to determine
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the dynamic viscosity

„ = „p = w T3/2 i±|- with S, = ^ , (2.27)

where po and Tq are to be given dependent on the physical problem.
For the relation between p and A we assume that the fluid is within

local thermodynamic equilibrium so that the Stokes relation

>
2

3^

holds. In order to achieve a simple relation between the viscosity and

the thermal conductivity coefficient the Prandtl number is assumed to

be constant

pcp
« = XpCp = -5- •

Fr

The equation of state combines the temperature and the pressure

p = pRT ,

with the gas constant R.

2.4.1 Decomposition into advection equations

In this section we derive a decomposition of G in a finite number of

advection equations which corresponds to the ansatz in section 2.3.1.

The coefficients v, n and % represent the e of the advection-diffusion

equation (2.20). Since we have assumed fixed relations between these

coefficients it is sufficient to choose only the largest of the "diffusion-

velocities" as numerical propagation speed. Hence, the decomposition
of the Navier-Stokes equations can be written as an extension of the

decomposition (2.15)

S;=L

tL H^i
,

i = k + 1,... ,2k
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with e — max(z/, 77, x) and the coefficients a: ß and ( are the fraction

between e and u, rj and x respectively. To achieve a stable scheme we

obtain

/Axi AxivA
-L = diag

,..., .
- 6

\ 4
'

'4 J
Hence, the Navier-Stokes equations can be rewritten in a system of

K — 2k + 1 advection equations.

The linearisation yields only a first-order approximation in time of

the exact solution for two reasons: first, due to the linearisation process

of the system as for the Euler equations, and second, because the viscous

parts are not caught properly by the k additional advection equations,

just as for the decomposition (2.21). To achieve second-order accuracy

a correction term is introduced. Although this term can be derived by
the same error analysis as for the Euler equations, or advection-diffusion

equation, their complexity and, therefore the computational cost, is very

high, so that a different approach will be derived in the next section.

Furthermore these correction terms also include third derivatives.

2.4.2 Decomposition into advection-diffusion equa¬

tions

The decomposition in the previous section yields third derivatives into

the numerical scheme like for the decomposition of the advection-dif¬

fusion equation. To avoid them the Navier-Stokes equations are de¬

composed into advection-diffusion equations of the form (2.25). These

equations will be solved with second order using the two-step time in¬

tegration of section 2.3.4. An error remains due to the linearisation of

the system which will be captured again by a correction term with the

advantage that this correction term becomes much simpler and does not

include third derivatives.

The equations will now be rewritten in the "advection-diffusion form"

Y;Usi)t + v-(siaf)-v-(x.iei
i=0

= 0

Two types of diffusion mechanisms are contained in the Navier-

Stokes equations: the kinematic and the thermal diffusion. We consider
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the general case when these diffusion coefficients and therefore the diffu¬

sion velocities are not coupled by a constant Prandtl number. Therefore,
we will also distinguish between the kinetic and internal energy in the

components St, i — l,...,k of the "Euler part". The decomposition
reads

> y,=

a.

U + TliC,

u + Hj-kC,

7

7
0

i nT \

with i = 1,..., k and j = k + 1,... ,2k. Hence, the Navier-Stokes

equations have been rewritten as 2k + 1 advection-diffusion equations.
For a constant Prandtl number the last two sets (i = 1,. .., 2k) can be

combined, thus only k + 1 advection-diffusion equations remain.

Although these equations are solved with second-order accuracy in

space and time the solution is only a first-order approximation because

of the linearisation error of the system as for the Euler equations. If a

correction term is introduced and added to the vectors S{,i = 1,..
.,

k

(or i — k + 1,..., 2k) we obtain a numerical error of 0(At3). For the

two-dimensional case the matrix K^ = (k, I) of the correction term reads

k,

h -

_

At(pCCx +p(7tl)y7727 + ^l(^l)xP7 ~ (Tll).x7 - (r12)?;7)
~~

2c7

At(u2{u2)yP'y+CCyP+ {u2)xUlp-f - {r12)xl- {^22)yl)
2 cy

k
At

[pu2ccy + p (u2)yc2j - p c2(u2)y + p (wi)a;c27 -pUl
~

2c7

2pc2(u1)x +uxpccx -72(ui)a;Tii +j(u1)xr11
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tu(u2)xJ2 + 7 (u2)xr12 - ri272(wi)j/ + 7 (ui)yr12 -

12{u2)v{t22^ {u2)yT22 - j2(kxTx + kTm) +

7 («A + K,TXX) - (KyTy + KTyy)~f2 +

l{KyTy + KTyy)] + U\kp

_

AtCp(U!)y

Atcp{u2)x
kpu2 =

Ö h U2fcP
27

^«2 = ~ö—[pu2ccy +p{u2)yc2j-2pc2(u2)y + p{ui)xc2<y
I C7

pc2(wi)x +uipccx -72(wi)a;-rii +7(^1)3-711 -

n2(w2)a;72 + 7 («2)^12 ~ ^^{u^y + 7 {ui)yT12 -

J2{u2)yT22 + 7 {u2)yT22 - J2(KXTX + kTxx) +

7 («a;île + «T^) - {KyTy + K,Tyy)^2 +

7W + KTra)] +Wp

fc
pS

-

Atc(pccx - (ui)ypu2 -uip(ui)x + (rn)x7+ (712)3,7)
27(7-1)

Til2 + U22) k.

IpE

u\kpUl + u2kpU2 H -

Atc{-U2{u2)yp + CCyp- (u2)xpWl + (ti2)z7 + (j22)yj)
27(7-1)

Til2 + W22) &p

+

uikpVl +u2kpU2 +

where t_ — [ I = -0 and x = x\, y — x2. Note that these
\r12TW P

corrections include exactly the correction terms of the Euler equations,
cf. [17].
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2.5 Conclusions

The advection form for systems of hyperbolic equations, introduced in

the Method of Transport, allows a multi-dimensional linearisation. This

property has been extended to parabolic equations by introducing the

advection-diffusion form, so the non-linear system can be reduced to a

finite number of linear problems. This formalism enables a rigourous
error analysis of the solution, so that the method can be extended to any

order, independent of the space dimensions. In particular, it renders a

better understanding and control of the numerical solution possible. It

has turned out, that the Method of Transport is able to handle problems,
where other methods fail or have to be adjusted (see [18], [17]). Hence,
the solutions are more reliable, especially if the solution is not known

in advance, so no fixes to the solution or the method are possible.

As mentioned before, for small grid spacing the time-step for the vis¬

cous part of the advection-diffusion equation has to be restricted heavily,
because we are using an explicit time integration. So our method does

not fulfill the property P3. However, the method is intended to be used

for large-eddy simulations, where we get rid of this restriction, because

the grid spacing is wide enough so the "diffusion-velocity" is small. The

lack of the small scale viscosity is then accounted for by the turbulence

model.
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Chapter 3

Large-Eddy Simulation

The large-eddy simulation (LES) has been developed to simulate tur¬

bulent atmospheric flow phenomena. It has been used the first time by
Smagorinsky [52] for calculating a three-dimensional time-dependent
flow where the grid was far under-resolved. The transfer of this tech¬

nique to industrial applications began with the investigations of Dear-

dorff [9]. A milestone in the development of LES was given in the work

of Leonard [31], who introduced the concept of filtering in space and

thus defined the grid-scales (GS) and subgrid-scales (SGS). The former

can be resolved on the numerical grid and will be computed explicitly,
the latter are missing in the numerical field and their effect on the large
scale motions have to be described by a so-called SGS model. The clear

separation of these two scales is very fundamental for LES. The goal of

the filtering is to decouple the SGS model and the numerical method,
but in actual fact the coupling is only weakened. In the past two decades

the investigations on LES were focused mainly on the development and

improvement of the SGS models. We will consider this topic in section

3.3.

To understand the concept of LES we examine the behaviour of

turbulence by considering the vorticity equation (for simplicity in in¬

compressible form)

tôt + u Vô3 = (Co V)u + isACo

45
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Filter width

K'olmop'orov ooooooooooooououoooooooooooooo

micro-scale L >^ Dissipation

Figure 3.1: The energy cascade in the inertial subrange according to

Kolmogorov theory [48]. The eddies are space-filling at

each step.

with Co = V x ü. The first term on the right hand side is of special
interest. One can easily verify that in three space dimensions

[Co V)u = -6 Co

with the strain rate |ö defined in (2.26) for p = 1. If Co aligns itself

with an eigenvector of 0 corresponding to a positive (negative) eigen¬
value of 0, one obtains exponential growth (decrease) of a;. This effect

is called vortex stretching and it is important to note that this term

does not occur in the two-dimensional case. Vortex stretching always
involves a change of length scale - towards smaller scales - and, due

to the straining, an increase of vorticity of smaller scales. This change
of vorticity is a consequence of the conservation of angular momentum,
which increases the angular velocity in the direction of the stretching.
Hence, the small scales extract their kinetic energy at the expense of

the larger scales. At some very small scales this gain is balanced by
the dissipation of the kinetic energv which prevents the generation of

infinitely small scales. It turns out that this smallest length scale in the

flow depends on the Reynolds number [55], it is called the Kolmogorov
(micro-)scale lK, which corresponds with the Kolmogorov wave-number

nK, cf. Figure 3.1.

To identify the scales involved in the energy transfer from larger to

smaller eddies, the flow field is considered in spectral space. Therefore,
consider a variable f(x) with corresponding Fourier coefficients f(n).
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Figure 3.2: Typical energy spectrum of free turbulent flow. The decay
within the inertial subrange is proportional to a power law.

The spectrum E(n) is defined as

E(n)

where n = \\H\\2 and S = (m G

a spherical shell of width one.

piV
n < \\rn\\2 < n + | } denotes

Under idealised conditions the spectrum can be divided into three

distinct ranges (see Figure 3.2). The largest scales contain most of

the kinetic energy, which they transfer to higher wave numbers by non¬

linear interactions (injection). In the dissipation or viscous subrange the

smallest eddies are rapidly decayed and their kinetic energy is dissipated
into heat. Often a third range exists where the eddies are not directly
affected by the energy maintenance and dissipation mechanisms. This

range is called inertial subrange, where viscous effects are assumed to

be negligible. The energy transfer from large eddies to small eddies

has to take place also in the inertial subrange. One observes that the

energy flux across a given wave number is determined mainly by eddies

of directly adjacent scales, so the energy transfer may be described as
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a cascade. Hence, the largest and smallest eddies have no direct effect

on this energy transfer. This result proves to be very useful in the con¬

cept of LES, although it has to be taken with care, because it is based

on a number of crude assumptions, which are not valid throughout the

spectrum (see [55]). A further major property of the inertial range is

the form of the spectrum of turbulent kinetic energy E(n). A dimen¬

sional analysis shows that E(n) oc n~a with a constant a, which mainly
depends on the space dimensions and varies only slightly between com¬

pressible and incompressible flows, [48, 42], e. g. we have a = | in three

space dimensions.

From these observations the concept of LES has been derived: The

cut-off wave number - which is the highest resolved wave number given
by the filter width - has to fall within the inertial subrange, cf. Figure
3.2, to ensure that the GS part contains the anisotropic structures,
which are produced by the mean flow, and governs most of the global
features of turbulent flows (like mixing rates etc.). The SGS part carries

most of the vorticity and will be mainly influenced by the larger scales.

It is expected to become independent of the strong inhomogeneities of

the energy containing eddies and tend to local isotropy. Thus, the small-

scale turbulence will be quite universally and should be relatively easy

to model. On the other hand the GS terms are difficult to model and

therefore computed explicitly. However, in many practical applications
these idealised conditions are not met, e. g. no inertial subrange is

developed so that no clear distinction of large and small scales can be

made. This renders the modelling more difficult and less reliable.

In terms of accuracy and computational costs the LES approach

ranges between direct numerical simulations (DNS), where all scales

are resolved, and Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations,
where the turbulence field is accounted for by a statistical model, which

supplies the effect of the turbulence on the mean flow. As a DNS,
the LES always requires time-dependent three-dimensional calculations

even for flows, which are statistically stationary and two or one-dimen¬

sional in the mean.

Some mainly two-dimensional flows, like geophysical flows, often

show some turbulent behaviour. Although in thin layers these flows

are strongly influenced by three-dimensional stratification effects, two-

dimensional simulations can be ingenious [32, 22]. Since the vortex

stretching is not possible in two-space dimensions, a two-dimensional
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Time

Figure 3.3: Pairing of two-dimensional vortices

simulation differ from a three-dimensional one. Instead of the stretch¬

ing, the vortices pair and build larger vortices, which leads to an energy

transfer from small to large scales, see Figure 3.3.

Hence, two-dimensional simulations are, strictly speaking, of theo¬

retical interest only and for industrial applications fully three-dimensio¬

nal calculations are always required. Despite this high expense of LES

its application for complex problems should be successful, especially
where statistical simulations fail.

3.1 Filtering

The separation of GS and SGS parts is an important issue in LES. It is

obtained by a spatial filtering operation applied to each variable /. The

filtering is a convolution of the variables f(x, t) with a filter function F

Ff = f{x,t)= [ F(x-y;Aip)f(y,t)dy
Jn

:3.c

where Acp is a length scale that defines the filter width and J- denotes

the filter operator. To ensure the conservation of the filtered variables

f(x,t)dx— / f(x,t)dx
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it is necessary to impose the normalisation condition

/ F(x)dx = 1.

>n

The variable / can now be written as a sum of the filtered grid scale

(GS) and residual subgrid scale (SGS) part

f = J+f- (3-2)

In order to obtain a clear distinction between large and small scales,
the wave-number bands must be disjoint in spectral space. This goal
can only be achieved by the ideal low-pass filter, also known as cut-off

filter1,

i-

1 27r;Cj Af'

which sharply cuts all wave-numbers above the cut-off wave-number

nc = 2tt/'Acp. For practical applications this filtering is often not feasi¬

ble, but the filtering concept can be still useful for other types of filters.

The box filter averages over mesh cells in real space

1

; x e <y
F{x) = { Aip

0 ; otherwise

y%\ < -77-; * = i,...,N

It is most commonly used in practice, because it is easy to apply. The

box filter has compact support, but it has only a weak damping in

spectral space
- its Fourier transform is a damped sinusoid, cf. [1].

Furthermore, we introduce the Gaussian filter

-, / r N N/2 N

which is arranged between box and cut-off filter. It has a quite rapidly
decay in real as well as in spectral space

- its Fourier transform is

1In spectral space the cut-off filter has compact support

f 1 i ll^lb <nc = 2ir/Aip
F(n) =

1 0
,
otherwise
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again a Gaussian - so for practical purposes in equation (3.1) only the

quantities within the range \\x — y\\2 < V^/Acp are of interest.

A general property of the filters, when applied to the product of a

GS and SGS quantity, is

Furthermore, for most common filters

7 #7 and f#0,

but for the cut-off filter the inequalities have to be replaced by equal
signs.

For a constant filter width filtering and differentiation commute

W= df_
dx, dx%

This property is essential for LES because it allows to obtain the Navier-

Stokes equations for the linear part. For this reason, the commutativity
is always used even for cases where it is not strictly valid. An investi¬

gation of this error in finite-difference schemes on non-uniform meshes

which reduce the commutation error to a term of order 0(A(p ) can

be found in [21]. However, the filtering does not commute with the

non-linear terms of the Navier-Stokes equations. This gap leads to the

modelling terms in the LES formulation, which contain the fluctuations

between GS and SGS part. In general, these terms are estimated from

the instantaneous filtered solution. In section 3.4 a different approach is

introduced where the model is constructed from the commutation error

of two different time evolutions of the solution.

When dealing with Navier-Stokes equations for compressible flows

it is convenient to introduce the Favre average

P

to decouple the filtered terms pf. However, for the filtered product

pfg = pfg = pfg + p(fg - fg)

the last term on the r. h. s. cannot be evaluated from the filtered

quantities and has to be modelled.
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The size of this modelling term can be approximated if f(x) and

g(x) are expanded into a Taylor series and set into equation (3.1). For

the box filter as well as for the Gaussian filter we obtain

A 2 N

~2À
/ = / + ^£yU+c>(A^

i=i

and

fg = fg + ^-A(fg) + o(ATo4]

Thus, the model term for both filters is

o N

Aip

12

fg- fg = -T7T- Yl fx>9*> + °(A<p (3.3)
%=i

For the cut-off filter this approximation fails. If we write equation (3.1)
as

+ nAc/3 +/iA(/) +71A99

Tf =Xim^ / / / F(x-y;A(p)f(y,t) dyxdy2dy3

y3 =
—nA(p y2=~nAcp yi=—nAtp

the modelling term for the cut-off filter reads

fg-fg = hm
n —7*00

,2 / N

2^3
I / v

Jxi9xl
Atp""

jin(2n7r) — 2n7TCOs(2n7r))+0(A^z

However, the term (sin(2n7r) — 2ri7r cos(2n7r)) clearly does not converge.
The modelling term can be estimated as

,—
-

, A(f2
If9

-

fg\ <
—jt
7T

N

5>.9a

1=1

n+-j+0(A^4). (3.4)

Since in practical applications n is bounded, this term is bounded, too2.

Clearly, (3.3) and (3.4) are no general results, but the size of the mod¬

elling term is in all cases about 0(Acp2), although the applied filters are

of quite different types.

2For the special case n = (m + 4) ; m 6 No, we obtain for the cut-off filter

Aip
2 ^

f9-f9=^TY,f*>9*>+°(A

2vr
V

4= 1
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3.2 Filtered Navier-Stokes equations

By applying the filter (3.1) to the Navier-Stokes equations we obtain

the equations for the GS quantities

Ut + V -F = V -G + V -H + V J, (3.5)

with

P

U = ( pü
pÉ

T

F(U) = Vü +

/ oT \ I t \

G(U,VU) = v 0

\üT0j
+ 7) 0

\T-

0T

I
zjr
u

+ X

u 0 /

P

0
—T

IP

H(U) = -P

0

a I - cpp

->T

0

0

0
+T \ (

J(U,VU) = V0-V0
~.T—+T

+

+

vu 0 — vu 0 J

oT
0

0
_

7/0 — 7/0

\

T—

\ rpu 0 - f]ü 0 J

jT T

X"0 -x^A

We have used the same notation as in section 2.4. The coefficients v, 77

and x correspond to the coefficients v, 77 and %, respectively but they

are composed of filtered quantities, i. e. we use T and p in Sutherland's

law (2.27). Furthermore,

/ --T ~.~.t
cr = I uu — uu K = (kÜ-kÜ) , Q= [Tu - Tu)

with

k =

-T -

u u

For the equation of state we obtain

p = (1-l)p(É-k) =pRT. (3.6)
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The terms H_ and J_ are new. They contain the remaining SGS part
of the non-linear terms, which cannot be expressed by GS variables and

have to be modelled. For constant coefficients v, 77 and % the modelling
terms of J simplifies to

0

->T

J(U,VU) = V \ 0 +77

/ o \
0

u 0 — u 0 \ Ü 0 ~ Ü 0 /

In general, all terms in J_ will be neglected, also if the coefficients v, 77

and x depend on the solution. Thus, in most LES the modelling terms

consist of II only.

The Navier-Stokes equations (3.5) are in conservation form. How¬

ever, k cannot be obtained from the filtered variables directly, so that the

conservation form of the equations will normally be given up. Thereby,

only an equation for the temperature is considered or the fluctuations

of the kinetic energy in the total energy pE are neglected, following the

arguments of [13] or [33]. There one defines

pE = p(ë-\-u u

instead of

pE = p I ë + ü ü\

—
P

where pë = is the internal energy. However, this energy is not a

7-1
conserved quantity anymore and, as mentioned in [13], the simplification

may not always be justified.

When we consider the total energy, k has to be determined in order

to evaluate the equation of state and to close the system. This quantity
can be split into a computable and remaining SGS part

pk = pk + pk

with

~ _u u

?*=?>—.

The subgrid kinetic energy pk can be estimated from the resolved field

(see section 3.3) or one can introduce an additional equation, which can
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be derived from the filtered Navier-Stokes equations

(pk)t + V (pkiï) + V • (pKT) + uTVp-ü Vp = vuTV 0_-vü V • 0

(37)
It is obvious that this equation is not in conservation form, but pk
occurs only in the equation of state and does not affect the conservative

rp

property of the Navier-Stokes equations. The viscous part vü V 0 —

vu V • 0 and the triple velocity correlations p K will be neglected,

[45]. The difference of the pressure dilatation terms ü Vp — u Vp will

be replaced by a source term s, which will be defined in section 3.5.

In order to solve the system the unknown subgrid values II have to

be modelled. In general, this term is estimated from the instantaneous

filtered solution, so II depends on the filter. However, for most LES

models one assumes that this coupling is very weak and applies the filter

and model independently, although some dependence of the solution on

the type of the filter exists, cf. [43].

3.3 Subgrid modelling

The task of a turbulence model seems to be simple: it "just" has to

invert the filtering operator. However, this problem is ill-posed and the

high frequency information cannot be reconstructed exactly from the

filtered low modes, so normally physical knowledge about the turbulent

flow will be incorporated into the LES model.

The most wide-spread models for LES are the "eddy-viscosity type

models", e. g. the subgrid model of Smagorinsky is of this type. It was

developed for incompressible flows and we will outline it briefly for this

case. In the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flows only the

modelling term rr occurs in the form

g_ = I uu — uu j

(see [25] for more details). Using (3.2) this term can be decomposed
into three terms
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which are the SGS Reynolds-stress, Leonard-stress and cross stress

terms, respectively with

R ->/ -*lT L -^^rp ~=i~=iT C ~=^ ->>T
,

—l^irp
cr — u u ,er

—

uu1
— uu

,
a = uu + u u1 .

The Leonard term <rL consists of GS quantities only and is computable
if the filter is known explicitly or it has to be modelled. The terms a

and <r require modelling in any case. They are normally combined to

(çr_R + çr°) and then split into their isotropic and anisotropic part. The

isotropic part &f — ^tT(arR-\-ac) is related to the subgrid kinetic energy

and is absorbed in the pressure. The anisotropic part of — er — çrz is

set proportional to the strain rates of the resolved field

aa = -vt0

where \0_ is the rate of strain of the GS velocity field and vt denotes

the subgrid eddy viscosity

vt = \L2\\0_\\, \\0\\ = \]^{eT§_).
L is a typical SGS length scale and is related to the filter width L =

CsA(p, where Cs is the Smagorinsky constant. This model has been

extended to compressible flows in [13] and [39] in order to get a model

for the additional unknown terms K and Q as well.

A different approach is the so-called "scale-similarity model" which

was proposed in [2], Based on the assumption that structures of a given
scale mainly interact with directly adjacent scales, it is assumed that

the major interactions at the cut-off, i. e. interactions between the

largest scales of the SGS field and the smallest scales of the resolved

field, behave similar to the interactions of small scales within the GS

field. The model is obtained by substituting u « ü

qi — uuT — üü
.

This model gives a good representation of the instantaneous energy

transfer at the cut-off. In particular, it allows for the backward flux of

energy, the so-called "backscatter", which has been investigated by [39]
but cannot be accounted for by the purely dissipative eddy-viscosity
models. On the other hand, this model fails to provide sufficient mean

dissipation of the resolved field, because the fluxes based on these in¬

stantaneous values do not account for a basic flux from the GS into the
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SGS part, which is superimposed on the instantaneous one, [26]. The

scale-similarity model can be viewed as a first order version of the "de-

convolution models" where the SGS model and the filtering operation
are closely tied. One tries to find an inverse of the filter operator to

get an estimation of the unresolved quantities, which are then inserted

into the modelling terms. However, for filters with compact support,
which are necessarily applied in numerical simulations, this problem is

ill-posed and one restricts oneself to finding a pseudo-inverse by consid¬

ering a truncated series expansion of the inverse, cf. [51], [11], [53]. The

correlations of the SGS components of filtered DNS data and the esti¬

mated quantities are usually very good but an additional régularisation
of the procedure is necessary to provide the right mean dissipation.

Based on the assumption of scale-similarity, an extension to the stan¬

dard models has been introduced: By applying a coarser test-filter to the

resolved field a band of scales defined by the cut-off and the test-filter

width is extracted from the GS field. It is assumed that the interac¬

tions of this band with the GS field is similar to the band of the largest
scales of SGS field. This "spectral" information is used to improve the

standard models. These extended versions are called "dynamic mod¬

els" because they adjust some model parameters dynamically during
the simulation. In [19] this technique was applied to the Smagorinsky
model whereas in [36] it was used to improve the scale-similarity model.

Furthermore, statistical theories have been employed to derive SGS

models. Typically these models use a representation of the eddy viscos¬

ity in the spectral space to describe the correct energy transfer. Sta¬

tistical theories which have been used frequently are the direct interac¬

tion approximation, [58] and the eddy-damped quasi-normal Markovian

(EDQNM) theory, [5]. In [37] a variant of this model is developed where

the spectral information is evaluated in real space using structure func¬

tions. Also the renormalisation-group theory was applied for deriving
such models, cf. [57], [44].

A more recent approach is the "structure-based Reynolds stress"

model proposed in [38]. This models assumes that the SGS vorticity
consists of a superposition of structures/vortices. Under certain as¬

sumptions the ensemble averaged subgrid stresses of the collection of

these structures can be expressed in terms of the subgrid kinetic energy
k and a momentum £ of the probability density function which describes
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the possible orientations of the vortices

oa = k(-

These orientations are determined by the resolved velocity field. Since

the structures are strongly related to the behaviour of the subgrid vor¬

tices, cf. [46], a good description of the physical SGS properties can be

achieved if modelled and real SGS vortices coincide.

All models presented above separate the formulation of the LES

problem (filtering and modeling) from the numerical method used to

solve the filtered Navier-Stokes equations. However, numerical schemes

introduce additional viscosity, which is not accounted for in the model

due to this separation, but it influences the over-all viscosity. The mono¬

tone integrated large-eddy simulation (MILES) approach in [3] even as¬

sumes that no explicit SGS modelling is necessary for this algorithm and

that numerical viscosity is sufficient to describe the energy dissipation.
In this approach the subgrid values are not computed explicitly but only
their influence on the resolved field is modelled. This close coupling of

numerical viscosity and SGS model has some drawbacks. The numerical

viscosity strongly depends on the numerical scheme (e. g. its approxi¬
mation order and the grid spacing) so that the model also changes with

these parameters. Furthermore, the variation of the numerical viscosity
need not coincide with the model term.

The reason that MILES works at least for some flow configurations
quite well is probably because for a second order scheme the numerical

errors and the subgrid terms are for the smalles scales of the solution

approximately of the same size, [20]. This indicates that the numerical

contribution cannot simply be neglected. It should be incorporated into

the SGS model, so that the "physical" SGS models, like these described

above, and the numerical viscosity complement one another to a correct

over-all behaviour of the model.

Remark 2 The numerical viscosity acts on the highest frequencies of
the resolved field which is a desired property for a LES model. If no

model is used and the truncation error is smaller than the SGS viscosity
too much energy will be fed into the wave number range at the cut-off.
If the truncation error is larger than the SGS viscosity the dissipation
is too large.
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The numerical viscosity is indirectly taken into account by a model,
if the behaviour of the GS field at the cut-off is incorporated into the

modelling terms. For example, consider a model where the model term

is proportional to the SGS kinetic energy and this energy is evaluated

from the GS kinetic energy at the cut-off (e. g. [38]). An over-/under-
prediction of the actual viscosity leads to a lack/surplus of the GS quan¬

tities and the model term is adjusted in the right way.

In order to improve subgrid models an additional equation for the

SGS kinetic energy can be introduced, cf. [50], [28]. The improvement
of this models compared to an algebraic closure is often marginal which

just indicates that the algebraic closure is very efficient. On the other

hand, it is expected that for flows including combustion or under the

influence of strong forces, an additional transport equation for the SGS

energy may be necessary, [25].

In the compressible case further non-linearities exist which lead to

additional modelling terms. Most SGS models employed so far are es¬

sentially analogous to the incompressible ones which limit their appli¬

cability to low Mach number flows, cf. [13], [39]. For boundary layer
flows one expects the SGS turbulence to be only slightly affected by

compressibility effects for free stream Mach numbers up to five in ac¬

cordance with "Morkovin's hypothesis". The influence of the acoustic

and entropy modes on the turbulent velocity field are assumed to be

negligible in this Mach number range, hence essentially incompressible
LES models should be applicable. However, there is need for models for

compressible flows, where shocks/shocklets occur, because they increase

the energy dissipation considerably and have to be taken into account.

3.4 Scale-Residual Model

All models introduced in section 3.3 use the instantaneous solution at

one given time level to build up the model terms or to modify the phys¬
ical viscosity. This means that for the construction of the modelling
values only the filtered values plus their derivatives are employed, per¬

haps augmented by test-filtered values obtained by an application of a
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yet coarser filter to the filtered flow field3. Subsequently the variables

are advanced in time.

It has been shown in [4, 29] that the high wave-number information

of a turbulent field can be recovered almost completely from the history
of the filtered fields. If a DNS, where the high modes are initially zero,

is fed after each time step with the exact low modes, the high modes

will slowly build up again (the exact low modes are obtained from a

second DNS run with fully filled high modes). This result indicates,
that the number of degrees of freedom of a turbulent solution appears

to be much smaller than one expects from the resolution requirements
for a DNS, because all information seems to be contained in the low

modes. Unfortunately, the history of the low modes is not available

in general and the interaction with the high modes is needed for the

correct evolution in time of the low modes.

3.4.1 Continuous case

The model, which will be proposed here, does not try to recover the

model terms or the SGS values explicitly. Rather it uses the difference

of the temporal evolution of two solutions obtained on different grids,

along with the assumption of scale-similarity to describe the influence

of the model terms II and J_.

We consider the non-filtered Navier-Stokes equations which can be

formally written as

Vt=MV

where J\f is a non-linear operator and V(x. t) the exact solution. In LES

we are facing the problem that only the filtered solution is known and

has to be advanced in time, such that its evolution coincides with the

filtered evolution of V{x,t). The filtering of the above equation yields

[TV)t = TMV.

Due to the non-linearity of the operator N it does not commute with

filtering. To obtain the filtered solution on the right hand side, suppose

3Both approaches, derivatives and test-filtering, expand the domain of influence

for each point a.nd therefore yield in some way additional information about larger
scales.
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that the inverse of the filter operator exists. Then the filtered Navier-

Stokes equations read

(FV)t = THV = FNF~lFV
.

The operator

Z^MF'1 (3.8)

would be the exact operator for the filtered equations if T~l is known.

The "deconvolution" models try to approximate directly this inverse.

Guided by equation (3.5) we split this operator into the operator for the

non-filtered Navier-Stokes equations (henceforth DNS operator) and a

model operator

Z = N + U (3.9)

where FL describes the terms V • II + V • J. Hence, we obtain

{FV)t = F{N + H)FV . (3.10)

Combining equations (3.8) and (3.9) the term FTLFV can be expressed

by the DNS and filter operator only

FHFV = F{N - NF)V . (3.11)

The modelling operator describes the difference of the residuals of fil¬

tered and non-filtered DNS operator, i. e. it has to compensate for the

error which has been introduced by applying the non-linear DNS oper¬

ator to the filtered solution.

Remark 3 The derivation of the filtered equations (3.10) yield an ex¬

plicit filtering of the non-linear operators, whereas in (3.5) no explicit

filtering occur. However, non-linear interactions may affect the high¬
est modes of the GS field significantly, so an explicit filtering is also

recommended if (3.5) is used, cf. [20].

The new model makes use of (3.11) directly to obtain the approxi¬
mated modelling operator. We can rewrite (3.11) as

FTiFV = {TNF*V - TNFV) = J={hrF* - MF)V , (3.12)

where T* is a filtering operator with a filter width equal zero, i. e. it

is the identity. In (3.12) the unknown terms have a special structure,
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where only the DNS operator occurs which acts on two solutions with

different filter widths.

Let T\ = T', J~k — F* and F3 be filter operators with filter widths

intermediate oîJ~k and F\. Equation (3.12) can then be expanded as

TxUFxV = Fl (NFK - MF1 ) V

= ^{{MFk-NF^ + WFj-NFi^V
(3.13)

V= F1

K-l

J2(^F3+1-N-F3]

and the term AfFj+i — NF3 is called the residual of scales between the

filter widths of Fj+i and F3.

The modelling term has been decomposed into a sum of K — 1 op¬

erators. In principle, the choice of the filter widths is free, but we will

restrict ourselves to such filters, where the ratio r of two adjacent filter

widths is constant. For each filter F3 a length scale l3 is induced, which

is related to the filter width Atpj. This length scale corresponds to

the cut-off wave-number n3 of this filter, which is the theoretical maxi¬

mum wave-number resolved in the LES solution, the so-called Nyquist
wave-number

1

3
2A(p,j

For fixed r the length Ik is determined by the length scale l\

lK=rK-H1. (3.14)

Since we have assumed Tk — F*, thus lK = 0, K tends to infinity. How¬

ever, the inertial range does not continue to infinity, so it is ingenious
to set the length scale l^ in relation with the Kolmogorov micro-scale

lK. The only parameter in (3.13) is the number of filter bands K so

we cannot meet Ik = lK in general. Instead we demand that the filter

band, which contains the highest wave-numbers, includes lR

lK<h< rK~2h - r~HK .

By choosing r = | the number of filter bands K is fixed.

To construct the new model operator we assume that the influence

of each operator gets smaller with decreasing filter width, and that
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this relation is constant for adjacent operators for equally spaced filter

widths. The existence of a power law in the inertial range underlies this

assumption (see section 3.4.3). It can be formulated as

(ÄfFj+i - MF3)V « w{MFj - NFj--C)V (3.15)

with a constant weight w. Applying (3.15) on the terms in the sum, the

new modelling operator reads

K-l

FiUFiV -F±J2 wj-1 (A/>2 - NFi) V .

In this form we still have to evaluate a solution F2V which is finer

resolved than the solution F\V we are actually interested in. The as¬

sumption (3.15) also holds for a filter Fq with a larger filter width than

J-1, if its corresponding wave-number uq is still within the inertial range.

Then we obtain

FFHFiV « FiwK [NFi - NFq) V , (3.16)

with
K-l

ujk = 2, wJ

i=i

The operation Fi{NFqV) is interpreted as a local reconstruction of the

evolution of the coarse solution according to the fluctuations of the fine

solution. If we assume

{Fi - F0)(ÄfF0V) = (F± - Fo)(NTiV)

the reconstruction is defined as

FiiNFoV) = Fq{NFq - MFr)V + F^FiV . (3.17)

In the filtered equations (3.5) the model occurs in the momentum and

energy equations so that (3.16) will be applied to these equations only.

K-l

Remark 4 The assumption wk = ^2 wJ is based on the existence of
3=1

a power law in the inertial range. If we assume the cascade model, i. e.

the local interactions at the cut-off should dominate, we would obtain

wk = w.
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If we extract the non-linear terms in (3.16) and insert them in the

filtered equations (3.5), the model is quite similar to a dynamic scale-

similarity model, [36]. Instead of this procedure, we will introduce a

new concept of evaluating the modelling terms. Using (2.4) we can

write (3.16)

FiHFiV « FxwK (Res(FiV) - Res(F0V)) .

For the new model the two residuals are computed explicitly, so the

modelling terms are evaluated from the evolution of the solution rather

than the instantaneous solution itself. The difference of the residuals

contain the physics, which is described in the Navier-Stokes equations,
in the band between the length scales £i and Iq. From this information

the behaviour of the whole subgrid scales is extrapolated. In this pro¬

cedure no subgrid values or modelling terms do occur explicitly. The

influence of the SGS variables on the GS field is modelled by two GS

fields only. We will see in section 4.2 that the model can be applied
to 2-D as well as 3-D turbulent flows without changing the modelling
concept, although their behaviour is totally different.

3.4.2 Discrete case

In (3.16) the model has been expressed by the evolution of the LES

solution itself and the evolution of a coarser solution. For the deriva¬

tion of the model we are not interested in the error between exact and

discretised solution but only in the difference between the filtered DNS

and LES solution. Therefore, we consider a numerical method which

is accurate of order p. Let J\fn he the fully discretised operator of this

method with the DNS solution Vn

Vn+1 =NDVn.

Like in the continuous case the discrete operator for the filtered equa¬

tions can be split into a DNS and a modelling operator

£d = Nd + UD .

We consider two solutions on two different grid levels L$ and L\. Let

Fl1 be the LES filter operator (corresponding to F\) and Flq a coarser
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test filter (corresponding to Fq). If we exchange in (3.16) the operators
N through Md we obtain as approximated modelling term

FLlrtDFLlVn^ wKwDFLl{MDFLl -MDFLo)Vn. (3.18)

In the derivation of the model we have restricted ourselves, like in the

continuous case, to filter operators with a constant ratio of the filter

width of two adjacent operators, where we have set this ratio to r =
^.

In the discrete case the filter width of Fk corresponds to the finest

mesh spacing of the DNS, which is proportional to the Kolmogorov
micro-scale.

Remark 5 One essential property of the new concept, in evaluating the

model from the temporal evolution, is that it renders the treatment of
numerical errors possible. However, the main influence of the method is

expected to cancel out, because in (3.18) the two numerical operators are

subtracted from each other within the model, so essentially the difference
of the high wave-number parts comes up.

The numerical viscosity of both residuals, which have been calcu¬

lated on two grids with different mesh spacing but with the same oper¬

ator, is expected to behave similar for both solutions, but with different

measure. Therefore, the weight wn has been introduced to take the

numerical viscosity into account

J {MFLl - MFLo)V(-,r)dr « wD(NDFLl - AfDFLo)Vn . (3.19)

We assume wd to be constant, but it may depend on the solution Vn.

The filtering in space also implies a filtering in time, which is often

not considered, cf. [1]. The necessary time restriction for the filtered

field is given by the CFL condition of the convective part. In general,
this time step size is much larger than the Kolmogorov time-scale. Since

the filtering in space also eliminates the highest temporal fluctuations,
the time evolution, which uses the maximum numerical time step given
by the CFL condition, contains still all temporal fluctuations of the

filtered solution. As a consequence, the time resolution cannot be im¬

proved if smaller time steps are used, only the numerical viscosity would
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be increased. Hence, we determine the time step At on L\ and calculate

two steps on this level and one step with time step 2At on level Lq.

In the filtered Navier-Stokes equations (3.5) the vector of the con¬

served quantities U is equal to (F^V). With equation (3.18) the fil¬

tered Navier-Stokes equations can be written as

Un+1 = FLl (NDUn ±nDun).

In equation (3.16) the exact solution V occurs. In the numerical

simulation only Un is known, but we have to evaluate FL0Un, which is

not defined. Some special filters, e. g. the cut-off filter, yield

FL0Vn = FLoFLlVn = FlqU71, ,

but in general we have to determine

FLoVn = FLoUn + FLo(X - FLl)Vn .

Instead of Vn one could use a reconstructed value of Un, but we simply
assume

FLo(l- FLl)Vn = 0
.

Omitting the subscripts D and setting u = wkWd the operator for

the LES method reads

£2a* = FLl (A/2, + uj{Mlt - -A/Ïa^Lo)) ,

where At is the time step size and the superscripts denote the number of

operations. For the implementation of this model no changes to a solver

of a "standard" Navier-Stokes method has to be done, simply evaluate

the model after two integration steps with time step At on a fine and one

step with time step 2At on a coarse grid. The efficiency of this model

is dependent on the dimension of the problem. In two dimensions the

additional CPU time is about 13% and in three dimensions about 7%,

plus the time for evaluating the additional equation for ~pk on the fine

level. Therefore it is comparable with standard models [51].

For the relationship between discretisation error and model term we

consider equations (3.3) and (3.4). These approximations indicate that,
at least for the applied filters, the size of the modelling term is about

0(A'p2). Thus, if we apply a method in the under-resolved turbulent
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case without a model, the predicted dissipation is wrong. For constant

filter width the approximation error is locally of order two independent
of the grid spacing Ax and for all methods with an accuracy of p > 2.

This degenerates the global order of the solution to at most one with

respect to the filter width A<p. Since the model term has to correct this

error, it has to be of the same size in the turbulent case. In general, we

set A(p oc Ax and Ax oc At, so this error can be measured in terms of

At, too.

Proposition 1 7/ the method Un+1 = NAtUn is consistent with

\\LAt(-,t)\\<CLAt VAt<At0,t<T

the model term TLUn = cü(J\fAt — N2AtFL0)Un is bounded by

\\rlUn\\ <6coCLAt2

Proof:

\\HUn\\ = \HMlt ~N2\t)Un\\
= tj\\NltUn~U{-,t + 2At) +

U(-,tF2At)-M21AtFLoUn\\
< u>2At{\\LAt\\ + \\L2At\\)
= Qu)CLAt2

D

Remark 6 The proposed model gives at most a diffusive term. This

bound on the modelling term ensures that the solution is at least a first
order solution of the Navier-Stokes equations.

In the limit of laminar flow and the limit of increasing numerical

resolution, the so-called DNS limit, all scales are resolved even on the

coarsest grid and the numerical solution is smooth. Then the numerical

solution is locally of order p and the model term as a difference of two

solutions is of order p + 1.

Proposition 2 // the method Un+1
— NAtUn is of order p for suffi¬

ciently smooth initial data such that the local truncation error is bounded

by

||£a*(-,*)|| <CLAtp V At< At0,t<T
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with some constant Cl, then the LES method U = Z2AfU71 is also

of order p and bounded by

II-4a*(-.*)II <C\Atp V At< At0,t<T

with C[ = {AtQCLf (1 + u) + CL2pco.

Proof:

\\Llt(-,t)+u(Llt(,t)-LlAt(,t))\\
\\L2At(-,t)\\+uj(\\L2At(-,t)\\ + \\LlAt(-,t)\\)
(CLAtp)2 + co {{CLAtp)2 + CL{2At)p)
Atp ((At0CL)2(l + u) + Cl2puj)

AtpC{

Remark 7 The influence of the model term is negligible and the model

switches off automatically in the limit of laminar flows and the DNS-

limit.

Furthermore, the stability properties of the underlying numerical

scheme are preseived by this model.

Proposition 3 // the method Un+1 = NAtUn is stable with

\WAt\\ < 1 + aAt V At < At0,

then the SGS model operator rt is bounded by

||ft11 <ßAt2

and the LES method Un+ = Z2AtTIn is also stable with

\\C2At\\<{l + jAt)2 VAt<At0

for 7 = y/a2 + ß.

\L2At('>t)\

<

<

<
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Proof: First we have with proposition 1

\\H\\ = sup \\HUn\\
||t/" | |=i

< sup Qu)CLAt2 < ßAt2
\\u*\\=i

with some appropriate constant ß. Then

\\C2At\\ = W^ F H\\ < \\Nlt\\ F \\rl\\
- (1 + aAt)2 + ßAt2 < (1 + 7At)2

G

Hence, the LES scheme converges to the solution of the Navier-Stokes

equations.

Remark 8 The operator Af has not been specified in the derivation of
the model, so that the model should be applicable to compressible as well

as incompressible flows, although in section 4-2 only compressible flows

are tested. Furthermore, the dimensionality of the considered system

has not been committed, but the weight to will change, because for its

derivation additional physical information had to be incorporated.

3.4.3 The weighting factors

Derivation of a fixed weight wk

As mentioned above, we assume the existence of a power law with a fixed

decay a in the inertial range to estimate w, which has been introduced

in equation (3.15). Consider a quantity / in spectral space. When a

filter operator is applied to /, its high wave-number part above the cut¬

off wave-number n3 of the filter is truncated. The subgrid value of / is

given as the integral over these high-wave numbers

fn, = f Av~adv = -^-r{n)~a - ni"a), (a > 1), (3.20)
J a — 1 J

where A is an amplitude, which depends on the solution. If we combine

equation (3.20) for two wave-numbers n% and n3 (nt < n3) and set
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nK = qn3 with q > 1, the ratio of the two subgrid values fn and fn<
can be estimated as

In n (qnj

In, n]Z?-(qn3y-

n.

n.

a— l

n.
a-l

\

1 + q
1—a

n
j

\ a — l

Tin I

For g>l we obtain

h

JnL

n.

n,

a-l

If the ratio r of the wave-numbers is fixed, the expression

a-l

n

ra~x = q
3

is constant.

(3.21)

In (3.15) the time evolution of two adjacent ranges defined by the

filters Fj-i, F3 and F3+i is considered. If we assume the same power

law for these terms as for / and take into account that

f
n0 + 1 u

Inj In,j-i

n1~u — n1~a
nJ+l nJ

n.
.

1 — a.

n

n

.l-a

3-1

l-a

J + l
1 n

l— a.

n«

n
1— a

J

n3~l

-l)

1 n
l—a

3-1

n
a— l

1

3-1

nn

= Q

we get w = q. Thus, we obtain

wK = Q-
Q
K-l

(3.22)
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Note, that the power law of the spectrum is a global feature of the

solution, but we apply this property of the SGS values locally in each

cell in physical space.

Dynamic calculation of weight wk

The quantity g can be estimated from the solution dynamically for each

time step. Thus, with equation (3.22) the weight wk will also depend
on the solution. In (3.21) g is estimated as the ratio of two subgrid
values for different wave-numbers. If the subgrid kinetic energy ~pk is

known on both levels equation (3.21) can be used to estimate g at time

level tn

-p(x,tn)k(x,tr
g(x) = T

L-s

p(x,tn)k(x,t7

To ensure that the model does not violate the conservation form of the

Navier-Stokes equations (3.10), the condition

J wDwK(x)(jVlt - jVlAtFLo)Undx = 0 (3.23)

Cl

must hold. Due to the conservation property of the Navier-Stokes equa¬

tions the difference of the residuals already fulfill

J(Nlt-N}AtFLo)Undx^0.
Cl

Thus, condition (3.23) can be achieved, if the weight wk is independent
of the space vector x, e. g. by taking the mean values of the subgrid
kinetic energy at both grid levels L\ and Lq

Q
'ci

pk dx
JLi

'Cl

pk dx
L0

where 0 is the computational space. The subgrid kinetic energy at level

Lq is defined as

{pk)Lo = FLo(pk)Ll F (FLo(pk)Ll - (pk)Lo) . (3.24)
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Derivation of weight wjj

In (3.18) an additional factor wr> has been introduced, which takes into

account the influence of the numerical viscosity. The numerical viscosity
acts primarily on the high modes of the solution. Therefore, we consider

the solution in spectral space. Typical spectra for two under-resolved

solutions Eq and E\ are shown in a log-log plot in Figure 3.4 together
with a fully resolved spectrum Ek up to the Kolmogorov wave-number

(here the numerical viscosity is larger than the subgrid dissipation).
The Nyquist wave-number nv will not be resolved due to the numerical

viscosity, but only scales up to a wave-number nr are correctly resolved.

We assume that the properties of the spectrum are also true locally.
Then for a fully resolved solution the quantity in the wave-number band

between the two Nyquist wave-numbers nv and ^ is equal to the inte¬

gral over the shaded area in the upper graph of Figure 3.4

Çlx— \ EK(n)dn.

However, due to the numerical viscosity the spectra have changed. If we

try to measure the same quantity in the numerical solutions we obtain

a different quantity which is proportional to the area

ü2 = / Exdn - / E0dn

which is marked in the lower graph of Figure 3.4. Using (3.19) the

weight wd is set as the ratio between these areas

WD =

^2
fil

It has to be determined for each method (see section 4.2).

3.4.4 Conclusions

The proposed model takes the interaction of physics and numerics into

account. This has been achieved, because the model has been deter-
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± ht i i
"
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of typical spectra for a DNS (Eh) and two under-

resolved solutions (Ei and Eq)

mined from the time evolution of the solution evaluated with the nu¬

merical operator. Thereby, the influence of the numerics enters into the

model.

The model needs very little external physical information. Equation

(3 15) is essentially the only point where an assumption of the underly¬

ing physics is incorporated In principle, the model should be applicable
to any system whose dynamics produce a local energy cascade. Thus,
the use of the model for the Navier-Stokes equations for compressible as

well as incompressible flows m two and three space dimensions should

be possible.
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By construction the model term has at most second order influence

on the solution, so that the stability of the underlying numerical scheme

is preserved. Due to the correct behaviour of the model for laminar flow

and in the DNS-limit the method remains consistent of order p.

The filtered equations (3.10) yield an explicit filtering of the non¬

linear operators, in contrast to equations (3.5), where no explicit fil¬

tering occur. An explicit filtering seems reasonable, because non-linear

interactions may produce spurious modes in the solution.

3.5 The subgrid kinetic energy

For the evaluation of the equation of state (3.6) the subgrid kinetic

energy pk has to be known. In three space dimensions the subgrid
kinetic energy is transfered from the resolved scales through the inertial

range into the dissipative range, while in two space dimensions most of

the subgrid kinetic energy is transfered to the low modes by the inverse

energy cascade. Therefore, the estimation of the subgrid kinetic energy

will be different for both cases.

In Obukhov's theory a constant flux of energy is introduced within

the inertial range. This flux is assumed to be proportional to the kinetic

energy in a narrow wave-number band around a wave-number n (the
"cascading kinetic energy"), divided by a characteristic local time r of

the cascade, cf. [32]. In [48] r is set equal to the eddy-turnover time

L
T = -

,

V

where L is the size of an eddy (where "eddy" is not associated with

a particular structure of the flow) and v a typical velocity difference

across the eddy, which is set as the cascading kinetic energy, i. e. as the

subgrid kinetic energy in a wave-number band around nv,

v = \\u(x) — u(x + rLiL)\\2 , (3.25)

where n2 are normal vectors. The length L is related to the size of the

wave-number nv and thus, to the filter width

L = Acp.
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The eddy-turnover time is the time required for the cascading kinetic

energy to be "distorted".

For the three-dimensional turbulence the subgrid kinetic energy is
— 2

extrapolated from the cascading kinetic energy ^|- using the same es¬

timates as in (3.16)
— 2

fk = CkwKP-2-, (3.26)

where the constant Ci- has to be determined from comparisons with

DNS data.

The estimation (3.25) is very similar to the scale-similarity approach,
which is valid only in three space dimensions. Thus, equation (3.26) can¬

not be applied to the two-dimensional case. Nevertheless, Obukhov's

theory can be used, because it assumes the existence of a cascade pro¬

cess, which is contained also in two-dimensional flows, cf. [48]. To obtain

a description for the subgrid kinetic energy we will use the additional

equation (3.7). Here, the pressure dilatation terms

:T

u Vp — u Vp

are responsible for the exchange of internal energy and subgrid kinetic

energy. We will model these terms with a source term s

(fk)t + V (pM) + V (pKT) = s.

The source term s drives the subgrid kinetic energy daring a relaxation

time r to an equilibrium value (pk)ecL

z =
(pfc)eq - (pk)

_

T

If we set the relaxation time equal to the eddy-turn over time, the equi¬
librium value (pk)eQ has to be the subgrid kinetic energy less the cas¬

cading kinetic energy - which will be "distorted" during the relaxation

time. Using equations (3.21) and (3.22) we estimate the equilibrium
value as

(?*)«! = Ceqt«Kr»-1Ç.
The constant Ceq has to be determined a priori from comparisons with

DNS solutions.
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The source term is applied to the solution on level L\ only and

the effect of the source term to level Lq is given because this solution

simply emerges from the solution on level Li before each time step by
the filtering procedure.

Note, that equation (3.7) can be applied to three-dimensional flows

as well, but the evaluation of this equation is more costly than using

equation (3.26), which proves to be sufficient for our purposes.



Chapter 4

Numerical Results

In this chapter the extensions of the Method of Transport to parabolic
equations and the new LES subgrid model are validated. The correct

implementation of the equations in the numerical method is checked (if
possible against analytic solutions) and the influence of the correction

terms is verified. The Method of Transport is used in the DNS and

LES calculations in the second part, where the LES model is validated.

In the two-dimensional case the results are compared with DNS data -

which are generated with the MoT. In three space dimensions no DNS

is performed and the results are compared with a test case of the LES

database [41].

4.1 Validation of the Method

4.1.1 Advection-diffusion equation

For the advection-diffusion equation the two approaches, use of correc¬

tion terms and two-step time integration, are compared with an exact

solution. We choose the Coo-function

u = exp(£i — ait + x2 — a2t — 2 + 2et)

77
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Without correction terms

Resolution Error Order

Li -^oo Li Loo

20 x 20 1.12e-7 1.45e-6

40 x40 7.80e-8 1.06e-6 0.53 0.46

80 x 80 2.32e-8 3.32e-7 1.75 1.67

160 x 160 6.34e-9 9.31e-8 1.87 1.83

320 x 320 1.82e-9 2.70e-8 1.79 1.78

640 x 640 5.65e-10 8.35e-9 1.69 1.69

With correction terms

Resolution Error Order

Li -^oo Li Loo

20 x 20 1.22&-7 1.58e-6

40 x40 7.34e-8 9.98e-7 0.73 0.66

80 x80 2.10e-8 3.00e-7 1.81 1.73

160 x 160 5.25e-9 7.71e-8 2.00 1.96

320 x 320 1.28e-9 1.90e-8 2.03 2.02

640 x 640 2.95e-10 4.37e-9 2.12 2.12

Table 4.1: Convergence history for the advection-diffusion equation
with and without correction terms

with constant a\, a2 and e. The computational domain is [—2,2] x

[-2,2]. We set ax = 0.2, a2 = -0.2 and e = 10"4. The solution is

computed on different meshes beginning with 20 x 20 cells and two time

steps with At = 0.75.

For the correction term approach, two calculations will be performed.
In the first case no correction terms are used, but the advection equation
is solved with second-order accuracy. In the second case the correction

terms are switched on. In Table 4.1 the error is calculated in the inl¬
and Loo-norm. We observe that without the correction term the order

of the method is clearly distinct from two.

For the second approach, with the two-step time integration, there

are no correction terms so that only one calculation will be carried out

to show that the approximation is of second order. The results are given
in Table 4.2
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Resolution Error Order

Li LqO Li Lqo

20 x 20 1.25e-7 1.62e-6

40 x 40 7.18e-8 9.71e-7 0.80 0.73

80 x80 2.02e-8 2.87e-7 1.83 1.76

160 x 160 4.85e-9 7.05e-8 2.06 2.03

320 x 320 1.09e-9 1.58e-8 2.15 2.15

640 x 640 2.06e-10 2.93e-9 2.40 2.43

Table 4.2: Convergence history for the advection-diffusion equation
with two-step time integration

4.1.2 Navier-Stokes equations

For validating the Navier-Stokes equations the first test is to set the

viscosities to zero and compare with the solution of the Euler equations.
It turns out that we obtain two identical solutions.

To illustrate the influence of the correction terms we consider an ini¬

tial solution with small perturbations in density, velocity and pressure.

The computational domain is [—2, 2] x [—2, 2]. Two steps are calculated

on the coarsest mesh with a time-step size At = 0.3. We use the radial

symmetric function

^+(^)3(^-^)(l0-15(^)+6(^)2) ;r<0.4

z° ; r > 0.4

where r is the radius around the centre of the perturbations which are

located at

fl 1\T (\ 1\T ( 1 1\T

\2' 2)
'

\2' 2)
'

V 2' 2)
'

For each of these points z is substituted by one of the following quantity

pl = 1.1
, P° = 1.0

u\ = 0.1
, < = 0.0

u\ = -0.1
, < = 0.0

p% = 1.0
, v° = 0.9
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These values are interpreted as non-dimensional variables, where the

transformation into non-dimensional variables should lead to values of

about 1 for the quantities p, \u\ and T. This can be achieved by setting
1

R =
k with 7 = 1.4 for air, so that the flow is characterised by a

7Ma2
'

reference Mach number

c

and Reynolds number

with reference velocity vq, length L and kinematic viscosity Vq. For the

quantities given above we have vq = 0.1 and L = 4. Since the pressure

is already fixed we get R = 1 to fulfill the equation of state. This leads

to a reference Mach number Ma « 0.85. For the reference values Tq and

p,Q we set

T0 = 273K and ^o = HT3^-

which corresponds to a Reynolds number of about Re = 400 (we have

Pq = 1, so pbQ = vq). The viscous velocities therefore vary in a range

from about 5 10"3 for the 20 x 20 grid to 8 10"2 for the 320 x 320 grid.
For comparison, the speed of sound has values of about 1.1, so that the

time-step will be mainly restricted by the inviscid part of the equations.
We consider only the approach of the decomposition into advection-

diffusion equations. The results are shown in Table 4.3. Hence, the

correction term is correctly chosen and we obtain a scheme which is

second-order accurate in space and time.

In order to check the numerical solution against a known solution,
a Couette flow is calculated. This configuration consists of two parallel
walls with a distance h. The gas is at rest and at the time t = 0 one

wall will be instantaneously accelerated to the velocity vq. If we assume

the flow to be incompressible an exact solution of the time dependent
velocity profiles is known (see [49]). In the limit t —y co the velocity
profile will be the linear distribution of the steady state. With the

boundary conditions

ui = U for y = h

ui = 0 for y = 0
,
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With correction terms for Euler equations only
Resolution Error (Li) Order (L\)

P pui PE p pui pE
40 x 40 2.28e-4 1.70&-4 7.23e-4 2.18 2.19 1.96

80 x 80 8.52e-5 5.27e-5 1.84e-4 1.42 1.69 1.98

160 x 160 2.80e-5 1.80e-5 5.99e-5 1.60 1.55 1.62

320 x 320 8.38e-6 5.38e-6 1.71e-5 1.74 1.74 1.81

Error (Lqq) Order (L^)

p pui pE p pu\ pE
40 x40 3.85e-3 3.41e-3 1.38e-2 2^20 Ë79 083~

80 x 80 1.86e-3 1.34e-3 3.33e-3 1.05 1.35 2.05

160 x 160 4.59e-4 4.95e-4 1.40e-3 2.02 1.44 1.25

320 x 320 1.62e-4 1.77e-4 5.79e-4 1.50 1.48 1.27

With correction terms for Navier-Stokes equations

Resolution Error (Li) Order (Li
P pui pE P pu i pE

40 x40 1.30e-3 7.89e-4 2.29e-3 1.01 1.02 1.12

80 x 80 2.31e-4 1.65e-4 4.56e-4 2.49 2.26 2.33

160 x 160 4.27e-5 2.91e-5 9.27e-5 2.44 2.50 2.30

320 x 320 1.20e-5 5.80e-6 2.18e-5 1.83 2.33 2.09

]Error (Loo ) Order (L^o)
P pui pE P pui pE

40x40 2.58e-2 8.50e-3 3.17e-2 / 1 1
80 x 80 2.70e-3 2.02e-3 7.79c-3 3.26 2.07 2.02

160 x 160 1.35e-3 8.12e-4 1.48e-3 1.00 1.32 2.40

320 x 320 3.04e-4 2.25e-4 3.37e-4 2.15 1.85 2.13

Table 4.3: Convergence history for the Navier-Stokes equations
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the velocity profiles are given by

~

Z_^ ei^c(^nrli F n) — 2, erfc(2(n + l)r/i — rj)
n=0 77=0

u

! y h
i - • i t

where 77 =
—t=, 771 =

—t= and ertc is the complementary error

2\/vt 2v^t
function.

We choose a cartesian grid with 1024 cells in y-direction with h — 1

and set as reference values

U = 1

Ma = 0.25

Re = 500
.

The velocity profiles are approximately similar as long as the boundary
layer has not spread to the stationary wall but the simulation has not

been carried out so far. The numerical and analytical solutions coincide

very well over the whole time interval, see Figure 4.1. The time

evolution of the error in Figure 4.2 shows that the error in the Li
norm grows slowly in time but since it is bounded by the error in L^,
which stays almost constant, the implementation is time accurate and

describes the correct viscosity.

4.2 Validation of the Model

Decaying isotropic turbulence - often studied experimentally in the form

of grid turbulence - has become an important benchmark for the val¬

idation of subgrid-scale models. The turbulence is assumed to be ho¬

mogeneous and isotropic, even though neither grid turbulence nor the

numerical simulations are really isotropic. Numerical simulations usu¬

ally introduce a periodic cubic box without any forcing of the flow field.

In contrast to forced turbulence, where the turbulent intensities are

more or less constant, in this case the simulation has to give the correct

decay of the turbulent quantities and the energy spectra, which is not

an easy task. An important issue is the specification of "good" initial

conditions. Most simulations are initialised with a random flow field.

To obtain a realistic initial field for a LES, a DNS is calculated until

the flow has relaxed from the non-physical initial conditions.
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Figure 4.1: Velocity profiles of numerical and analytical solution in

Couette flow at various time levels
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4.2.1 Two-dimensional Turbulence

To obtain a reference solution, a two-dimensional DNS is performed,
where the initial conditions are generated using the procedure described

in [12]. The velocities, density and temperature are randomly initialised

and the spectrum

E(n) = n4exp( ^-)
n0

with uq = 10 is imposed on each of these variables. The flow is consid¬

ered as a medium of characteristic length L, mean density pq and mean

velocity vq. The density p and the velocity ü are normalised to unity

by these mean values. The spatial scale is 2tt (related to the size of the

computational box). By the definition of the Mach number Ma —

—

the speed of sound is based on the normalisation temperature Tq = -^
Furthermore, the velocity u is decomposed into its compressible and

solenoidal components Ü = uq + uj by a Helmholtz decomposition.
Then the level of compressibility of the flow is defined as

CO

£ =
ücücdx

u u dx

For the simulation we choose £ = 0.9, a Reynolds number of 2000 and

a reference Mach number of 0.3. The fluctuating r.m.s. (root mean

square) levels are set as 0.1 for both the velocity and temperature.

Periodic boundary conditions are taken in all directions.

Since the flow field is randomly initialised with a prescribed spectrum

but uncorrelated phases, a DNS with 512 x 512 points was calculated for

the period of the acoustic transient (up to t = 2) so that the correlations

are fully developed. This solution was filtered by calculating the average

over the coarse cells and used as initial values for the LES and coarse

resolution simulations (CRS), which have the same resolution as the

LES, but no model is used. The test-filtered solution is twice as coarse

as the LES solution.

In a first step, we determine wjj from two CRS solutions. Therefore,
we calculate one time step with a time step size At on a mesh with

64 x 64 and two time steps with
y ona mesh with 128 x 128 points.
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The ratio of the integrals Q,± to Cl2 yields

wD =
-L

« 0.23
il2

for our method. Using equation (3.22) the fixed weight wk for r =
^

and a = 3 results in
1

wk « -

.

Note, that for a = 3 the weight ii^ gets almost independent of K (for
iv > 4).

With these constants the LES model is closed. Furthermore, we

set the filter width equal to the grid spacing. Because a finite-volume

method includes such a filtering implicitly through the averaging pro¬

cedure, no explicit filtering is applied.

The behaviour of the model for different grid resolutions is examined.

The residual of the modelling terms between two solutions on meshes

with a ratio r = | of the grid spacing will be computed in the Li norm.

Due to equation (3.3) and Proposition 1, we expect that within the

inertial range the model term should be locally of order 0(At2) which

corresponds to a diffusion of subgrid values, and in the DNS limit it

should be of 0(At3) due to the numerical truncation error. If the cut¬

off of the LES is outside the inertial range the modelling term cannot

be expected to give a reasonable value and the error will get large. We

perform three successive calculations starting with one time step on a

grid with 32 x 32 points (16 x 16 points for the test-filtered solution).
For each of the following calculations the time step size and the grid
spacing will be reduced by a factor of two and the number of time steps
will be doubled. The source term has been switched off here. Table 4.4

shows the global order of the modelling term. For a too coarse resolution

(32 x 32) the error is very large but within the inertial range (64 x 64

to 128 x 128) the model gives a second-order correction (global order

one) and tends to a third order term in the DNS limit. Since the model

describes a diffusion process of subgrid values the correction must be a

term of 0(At2), which indicates that in general a second-order scheme

needs a LES model because otherwise we would have a dispersion error

of 0(At3) only.

Two LES are carried out on a grid with 64 x 64 points. In the first

simulation (LES-C) we use the constant weight wk and in the second
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Resolution Error (Li) Order (Li)

pui pu2 pE pui pu2 pE

32 x 32 2.77e-2 3.01&-2 1.91e-l

64 x 64 2.45e-2 2.57e-2 1.78e-l 0.18 0.23 0.10

128 x 128 1.34e-2 1.39e-2 1.34e-l 0.88 0.89 0.41

256 x 256 5.19e-3 5.63e-3 7.67e-2 1.36 1.30 0.81

512 x 512 1.25e-3 1.42e-3 1.70e-2 2.06 1.99 2.17

Table 4.4: Global order of modelling term
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Figure 4.3: Time evolution of mean value of pk (constant weight %)

simulation (LES-D), the dynamic weight is applied. These solutions will

be compared with the DNS solution on 512 x 512 and a CRS solution

on 64 x 64 points.

To check the source term we compare the temporal evolution of the

mean of the turbulent kinetic energy between the LES and the DNS

solution filtered on a 64 X 64 grid. We have set Ceq = 2.75 in the case

of constant wk and Ceq = 1.75 for the dynamic wk- Figures 4.3 and

4.6 show that the source term gives the qualitatively correct dissipation
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Figure 4.4: Time evolution of mean value of pfc (constant weight wk)

of the SGS kinetic energy. The LES should recover the GS values

of a filtered DNS solution. Therefore, we compare the mean value of

the GS kinetic energy and the pressure versus time. In the simulation

LES-C an improvement of the LES solution compared with the under-

resolved simulation can be observed (see Figures 4.4, 4.5). With the use

of the dynamic weight % in the simulation LES-D the solution recovers

the kinetic energy very well throughout the simulation. The temporal
evolution of the pressure is also good up to time t = 6 but afterwards

the two solutions disperse (see Figures 4.7 and 4.8). Nevertheless, the

quality of the simulation using a dynamic weight is better than that of

simulation where a fixed weight is employed.

Figure 4.9 shows the value of the weight wk with time. The dynamic

weight increases rapidly at the beginning of the simulation to approx¬

imately the double value of the constant weight and settles slowly to

about the constant weight at the end of the simulation. Since the so¬

lution of LES-D shows better agreement with the DNS, the constant

weight appears to under-estimate the influence of the model terms. On

the other hand, the constant weight of about | seems to be the limiting
value of the dynamic weight, so simply increasing the constant weight
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Figure 4.5: Time evolution of mean value of p (constant weight %)

is not admissible.

Since the LES problem is not well-posed, the differences between

DNS and LES solutions will grow in time - due to the uncertainty of

the subgrid scales and their non-linear effects - so one expects from a

LES that it predicts only the statistical properties of the turbulence.

Nevertheless, a comparison of the contour lines is interesting, because

their position is a very sensitive measure of the correspondence of the

large scales. Figure 4.10 shows the vorticity field of the filtered DNS,
the LES-D and CRS at time t = 5. The position of the contour lines

clearly differs, but the large scale structure of the DNS field can be

still found in the LES field, so the LES does catch the maxima better

than the CRS. The situation get worser at time t = 10, see Figure
4.11. The position of the maxima are shifted, but now the CRS looses

also parts of the large scale structures, while they can still be found

in the LES field. This tendency can be quantitatively checked in the

correlation coefficients in Figure 4.12. Especially in the beginning (up
to time t = 6), the correlation coefficient between the filtered DNS and

LES decreases more slowly than between the filtered and CRS and still

at the end of the simulation its slope is more flat.
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Figure 4.10: Vorticity contours at time t = 5. Upper: DNS (dotted
lines) and LES-D (solid lines). Lower: DNS (dotted lines)
and CRS (solid lines)
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Figure 4.11: Vorticity contours at time t — 10. Upper: DNS (dotted
lines) and LES-D (solid lines). Lower: DNS (dotted lines)
and CRS (solid lines)
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Figure 4.16: Kinetic energy spectra at t = 10 (dynamic weight wk)

The spectra of the kinetic energy for the DNS, the CRS and the LES

for times t = 5 and t = 10 are shown in Figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15,

4.16 for the LES-C and LES-D, respectively. Note that the LES-D and

LES-C recover the spectra up to wave-number nr œ 10 for the whole

simulation, while the CRS continuously worsens with time.

Remark 9 The source term has almost no direct influence on the GS

values, but in the case of a dynamic weight wk the decay rate of the

subgrid kinetic energy strongly influences the weight. Thus, in that case,

the whole LES is strongly influenced by the source term.

4.2.2 Three-dimensional Turbulence

For the 3D-case a DNS is very costly, especially since we are only inter¬

ested in good initial conditions for our LES. For this reason, we select

the test case H0M02 from the LES data base [41], where decaying incom¬

pressible turbulence is simulated by a DNS at a resolution of 5123 and a

flow field after the transient phase is given, filtered to a resolution 1283.
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p = pRT = p-^^T
,

This flow field has an energy spectrum and a Reynolds number, that

correspond to the first measuring station in the experiment of [7], and

its development was shown to follow closely that of the experimentally
examined flow.

The given flow field is filtered to a resolution of 643 by averaging
over nine point values for each cell. From this incompressible flow field,
initial conditions for the compressible simulation have to be derived.

We assume the same non-dimensionalised form of the variable as in the

two-dimensional case. The average Mach number is set to 0.2, so quasi

incompressible turbulence can be expected. The Reynolds number is

given as Re = 2856. If the given data fields are interpreted as non-

dimensional quantities, and we introduce a constant temperature and

density of one, the total energy can be computed from the velocities of

this data set and the pressure

1

7Ma"

where we have chosen 7 = 1.1. This constant pressure distribution will

adjust itself to the velocity field after a few steps. Furthermore, the

flow has been computed with a method, where the numerical viscosity
is much smaller than in our method. Hence, for a short initial phase

(t = 1.0045 to t = 1.3885), the weight w^> is driven from value one to

its final value and the resulting flow field is used as the initial field for

our LES.

In the three-dimensional isotropic turbulence the decay rate of the

spectrum in the inertial range is proportional to n~3. Using equation

(3.22) the weight wk is

wK « 1.7 (l-2_iK
The parameter K is given as the number of filters introduced in (3.16).
With equation (3.14) it can be estimated from the Kolmogorov wave-

number nK and the Nyquist wave-number nv

log(2)

For this setting we obtain K & & which leads to

wK ~ 1-43.
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Figure 4.17: Time evolution of total and GS kinetic energy (pk and

pk)

For the 3-D method the weight wjj is estimated as

wD «0.13.

Unlike the 2-D simulation, we do not add an equation for the sub-

grid kinetic energy, but estimate it directly from the GS values of the

velocities using equation (3.26). The unknown constant Ck has been

estimated from the comparison with the initial data of the DNS as

Ck = 1.25.

As in the 2-D case we perform an CRS and two LES runs on a 643

grid (323 for the test-grid), where the weight wk is chosen either con¬

stant (LES-C) or is calculated dynamically (LES-D) from the subgrid
kinetic energies on both levels using equations (3.26) and (3.24). In the

data base the time evolution and several spectra of the total kinetic

energy are given which will be compared with our results. First, we

consider the time evolution of the mean kinetic energy. In Figure 4.17

the total kinetic energy 'pk of the resolved and CRS and both LES runs

- with constant and dynamic weight wp, respectively - is plotted. Fur-
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Figure 4.18: Time evolution of total and SGS kinetic energy (pk and

pk)

thermore, the GS part ~pk of these LES is given. It is evident, that the

model plays an important role in providing the right decay of the ki¬

netic energy, because for the CRS the dissipation is too large. The LES

using the dynamic weight corresponds better with the DNS than the

LES with the constant weight. The decay of the SGS kinetic energy pk
is shown in Figure 4.18. Since no SGS values are provided in the data

base no direct comparison is possible, but at least pk behaves similar to

pk.

Figure 4.19 compares the resolved energy spectra with these of the

filtered field at the initial time and at two later instances of the LES

runs. Unlike the two-dimensional simulations, the spectra of the two

LES with constant or dynamic weight are almost identical, so only the

spectra of the run with the dynamic weight are shown. The upper

spectra of the resolved and filtered field shows the effect of our filter.

Since, it is local in space it influences the whole spectrum, but the low

modes are only slightly affected and mainly the high frequency range is

damped. The other two spectra are plotted also in Figures 4.20 and 4.21
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together with the corresponding spectra of the CRS. The spectra of the

LES give in all cases good agreement with the resolved DNS spectra

up to wave-numbers of nr « 10. There is clearly a damping of high
wave-numbers (n > 10) due to the numerical viscosity, but the decay
of the spectra is similar for all instances and preserves the spectra of

the low modes, while the spectra of the CRS get worse and "destroys"
steadily more of the low modes.

4.2.3 Conclusions and outlook

The decaying turbulence has been investigated in two and three space

dimensions using the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The model

performs well for both settings, although the physics of the turbulence

is very different. In either case, a local energy cascade is build up,

but the energy flux has a different direction in the two-dimensional and

three-dimensional flow. Nevertheless, the model corrects the GS values

in the right way without any major modifications of the model. The

results show that in the LES modelling the interaction of physics and

r

o DNS
o LES
A CRS

.1.1
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numerics are important and have to be taken into account. In our case

the numerical viscosity was larger than the subgrid dissipation, but the

model provides the right mean values and spectra, which correspond
with the resolved field up to a wave-number nr. Again in both cases,

this highest resolved wave-number keeps constantly at a value of about

10 over the whole simulation on the 642 and 643 grid. This indicates

that the number of grid points required to resolve one wave-length is

about 7, which is a good result for a second-order scheme.

It has to be noted that no subgrid values have to be estimated to

apply the model (the SGS kinetic energy is only needed in the equation
of state for compressible flows). The flow field is corrected only by the

residual of the evolution of two solutions on different resolved grids.

The model has now to be tested also for different kinds of flows,
like forced turbulence, turbulence of jet flows and wall bounded flows,
in the compressible and incompressible regime. Since all of these tur¬

bulent flows build up a local energy cascade, the model is expected to

behave well in all cases. Also the model should be able to treat other

types of equations which rely on these mechanisms, like for instance the

Magneto-Hydrodynamic equations.

The research topics in LES are manifold. Most of the work will deal

with the improvement of subgrid models. But the modelling may get

very difficult, if some phenomena within the flow produce small scale

structures, which are not related to the resolved scales. Then the model

has to recognise these processes. This effect occurs for example in wall-

bounded flows, flows with combustion or compressible flows with shocks.

Here, additional transport equations for the Reynolds stress terms could

be useful, to be able to predict the right production rate of the subgrid

quantities.

The required resolution of the numerical grid depends on the solu¬

tion itself and hence varies during the simulation, e. g. for the transition

from laminar to turbulent flow the resolution has to be increased con¬

siderably to ensure that smaller scales can actually develop. With an

adaptive mesh refinement this problem could be covered, but the indi¬

cation, whether or not to refine, is very difficult to control. If the model

has to undertake this task, the demand on the model gets very large.

After all, it is not clear, if the fundamental approaches, used so
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far, have really the potential to describe the problem properly, or if

additional ideas have to be incorporated. In order to obtain a reli¬

ably description for a wide class of turbulent flows, like incompress¬

ible, compressible, wall-bounded, shear flows etc., a model should cover

all applications without changing the set of parameters for each new

problem. Some recent developments in LES, e. g. the deconvolution

technique, break with the standard proceeding, where highly complex

physical ideas were introduced and often the set of parameters were en¬

larged to handle a different flow type. Instead, these models are rather

simple and based on mathematical assumptions about the filtering and

the connection of resolved and subgrid scales.
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